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Abstract 
 

Interest in the hypothesis that dogs are able to detect cancer in humans began in 1989 

when a letter sent to the journal, The Lancet, implied that a dog had detected melanoma 

on its owner’s skin. Since then, considerable anecdotal and experimental evidence has 

been found to support this hypothesis. In fact, studies on the topic have lead researchers 

to believe that dogs can detect several different types of cancer earlier than machines 

built for the same purpose. Canines are able to detect whether people have cancer by 

smelling cancer biomarkers in their breath with a sensitivity and specificity sometimes as 

high as 99%. The purpose of this thesis is to review previous studies on the topic and 

explore in greater detail how cancer biomarkers are produced and how dogs smell them. 

In addition two experiments are included. The first is a study I participated in on canine 

scent detection of ovarian cancer. The second is a study I led which used the same 

techniques to train a dog to detect the presence of peanuts, a potentially lethal allergen, in 

food.   
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1. Introduction 

Initial interest in the hypothesis that dogs might be able to detect cancer in humans began 

in 1989 when Williams and Pembroke sent a letter to The Lancet in which they described a case 

where a woman was encouraged to get a skin lesion examined after her dog showed an inordinate 

amount of interest in the spot on her skin (Williams and Pembroke, 1989). After clinical 

examination, the lesion proved to be a malignant melanoma. Several similar cases have been 

reported since then. Pickel and Willis et al. both published papers in 2004 indicating that the 

hypothesis suggested by Williams and Pembroke might be valid. To date, studies have been 

published on the detection of bladder (Willis et al., 2004), lung (McCulloch et al., 2006), breast 

(McCulloch et al., 2006), prostate (Gordon et al., 2008), ovarian (Horvath et al., 2008), and 

melanoma (Williams and Pembroke, 1989; Pickel et al., 2004) cancers using a dog’s sense of 

smell.  

Early detection of many cancers, although essential for treatment effectiveness, can be both 

difficult to achieve and introduce new health risks. High-resolution scanning technologies such as 

CT, MRI and PET are highly accurate, but are costly and carry the risk of unnecessary biopsies for 

benign lesions (Jett, 2005). CT scans also increase radiation exposure, which could increase risk of 

cancer over a period of several decades of use in screening (Martin and Semelka, 2006). Low-

resolution scanning with ultrasound, while avoiding radiation exposure, is less apt to find small 

tumors. The combined use of ultrasound, mammography, and breast MRI is effective in saving the 

lives of women without a prior history of breast cancer, but is still not without risk of unnecessary 

and invasive biopsies in benign cases (Gotzsche and Nielsen, 2006). Serum biomarker tests such as 

PSA used in prostate cancer screening can similarly find early stage disease, but also increase risk 

of unnecessary biopsies (Harris and Lohr, 2002). Other tumor marker tests such as CA-125, PSA, 
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CEA, CA 19-9, and CA 15-3 have frequent false positives as they can be elevated in many non-

cancerous inflammatory conditions; these too, if used in screening, would lead to many 

unnecessary biopsies. Thus, there is still a great need for new low cost, low-risk methods for 

primary cancer screening in the general population.  

If indeed dogs are able to detect cancer in humans by sniffing biological samples such as 

exhaled breath or urine, then new avenues for earlier diagnosis of certain cancers could be 

possible. Interest in the potential analysis of volatile organic compounds for diagnostic purposes is 

growing and such a talent would be of great value in the development of diagnostic tests.  

 
2. How mammals detect odors and pheromones 

 

Odorant and pheromone sensing is essential for the survival of many species of animals. 

The olfactory system in mammals can detect and distinguish a vast array of volatile chemicals with 

a large variety of structures. The sensitivity of some animals to odorants is astounding. Canines 

can smell in parts per trillion (Johnston, 1998)! This is like detecting a few molecules diluted in 

enough water to fill an Olympic sized swimming pool. In the past 9 years significant discoveries 

have been made in the field of olfaction. Since the year 2000, new receptors, like trace-amine 

associated receptors (Liberles and Buck, 2006), or TAARs, guanylyl cyclase D, or GC-D 

(Leinders-Zufall, 2007), formyl peptide receptors, or FPRs (Liberles et al., 2009 and Riviere et al., 

2009), and V2r83, vomeronasal 2 olfactory receptors found in sensory organs like the Gruenberg 

ganglion (Lin et al., 2004) and Fleischer et al., 2007), and the Septal organ of Masera (Kaluza et 

al., 2004) have been discovered in a variety of different species. In addition, critical information 

about the organization and pathways of the olfactory signals has been found that forces scientists 

in the field to re-evaluate past work, and make new conclusions about mammaian sensory 
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capabilities and the function of certain structures in the sensory pathway. In this section, the 

general state of knowledge in the field of olfaction prior to the year 2000 will be discussed with a 

focus on olfactory and pheromone signaling. Then new discoveries will be examined, with a focus 

on the discovery and significance of formyl peptide receptors to pheromone sensing in mammals.   

 

2.1 General Olfactory Pathway in Mammals 

 The olfactory system is responsible for the detection of 1) pheromones, which are 

chemicals released by animals to affect conspecifics and regulate populations and their social 

interactions (Wilson, 1963), and 2) odorants, or volatile chemicals derived from food or the 

environment (Beets, 1970). As of 2000, scientists hypothesized that to detect the 2 different types 

of chemicals, mammals completely separated odor and pheromone detection into two different 

neural pathways in the brain (Buck, 2000). Though, this hypothesis has been proved partially 

incorrect, there are advantages to reviewing the proposed organization of the olfactory pathways, 

before addressing recent developments in the field.  

  Mammals have an olfactory epithelium (OE), a specialized epithelial tissue inside the 

nasal cavity, which contains olfactory receptors (ORs). Olfactory receptors are 7 transmembrane 

domain G-protein coupled receptors, in the GPCR superfamily that recognize a wide variety of 

structurally diverse odorants (Buck and Axel, 1991). When odorants bind to the receptors a signal 

is sent via neurons to the main olfactory bulb (MOB) and from there to the olfactory cortex where 

the signal is further processed. Interestingly these neurons are bipolar; they both receive and 

transfer information. Each receptor is a member of one of about a thousand different types, coded 

by one gene per neuron type. The receptors have strong punctuate expression and each type is 

expressed in one of four spatial zones in the epithelium, interspersed with other types of receptors. 
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The spatial organization remains constant as the signal is passed from the neurons to the MOB 

where the zones remain delineated (Ressler et at., 1993). The signal originates from the binding of 

an odorant to a receptor. This binding stimulates the G protein to activate adenylyl cyclase III 

(AC-3) which in turn causes cAMP production. The cAMP opens cyclic nucleotide-gated cation 

channels which causes a calcium influx and membrane depolarization (Firestein, 1992). The signal 

is passed to glomeruli, (same type neurons pass to one of two glomeruli). Different combinations 

of olfactory receptors detect different odorants causing different combinations of glomeruli to be 

activated. A smell can be very different depending on the pattern of glomeruli activated, even 

when many of the same receptors are signaling (Beets, 1970).  From the glomeruli the signal is 

passed to a mitral/tufted cell and on to the olfactory bulb. (See Figure 1.) Mitral/tufted cells are 

referred to together as it is difficult to differentiate between the two in function and structure 

(O’Connor and Jacob, 2008).  

 

Figure 1. The olfactory system: from receptors to mitral cells.   
After the odorant binds to receptors in the cilia, the signal is transported up the olfactory neurons, through the 
axons, to the glomeruli, and from there, to the mitral cells. (Picture taken directly from 
http://www.personal.kent.edu/~cearley/ChemWrld/smell/olf_bulb.gif.) 
 

From the olfactory bulb, the signal seems to be transmitted along the myelinated fibers of 

the lateral olfactory tract in higher vertebrates (or the medial olfactory tract in lower vertebrates 

 

http://www.personal.kent.edu/%7Ecearley/ChemWrld/smell/olf_bulb.gif
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like fish) (Nieuwenhuys, 1963) and ends in the amygdala, piriform cortex, or entorhinal cortex. 

(This olfactory pathway is unique, as most sensory information travels first through the thalamus 

before being processed in the cerebral cortex (Kalat, 2007)). The amygdala is not a direct 

processing center; rather, studies suggest it is involved in feeding regulation (Slotnick, 1985, and 

Halasz, 1990). Similarly, the entorhinal cortex seems to function as an olfactory memory structure 

as opposed to a primary processing center (Staubli et al., 1986). In contrast, the piriform cortex is 

responsible for identifying odors. Pyramidal cells in the rostral part of this cortex project to the 

ipsilateral anterior olfactory nucleus, tenia tecta and olfactory tubercle, while those in the medial 

and posterior piriform cortex project to the caudal piriform and entorhinal areas (Luskin and Price, 

1983a). From those secondary olfactory centers, the signal is eventually sent to the hippocampus, 

where some behavioral responses are stimulated (Macrides et al., 1982) and to the neocortex, 

where the detection and discrimination of odors occur (Onoda et al., 1984).  

 

2.2 Pheromone sensing in mammals before 2000 

 Pheromone sensing was, and still is, much less understood than olfactory. In fact, the 

pheromone ligand had not even been identified by 2000 (Buck, 2000). However, it was known that 

there were two types of pheromone receptors, V1Rs and V2Rs, which like the ORs in the olfactory 

epithelium, are from the GPCR superfamily. In mice, they are located in the vomeronasal organ, a 

tubular structure in the nasal septum that is connected to the nasal cavity by a small duct, 

discovered by Ludwig Jacobson in 1813. The receptors are expressed in two different longitudinal 

zones, with the upper zone expressing V1Rs and the lower zone expressing V2R receptors (Dulac 

and Axel, 1995). Similar to the olfactory epithelium, each neuron expresses one VR gene, and 

neurons expressing the same VR are scattered in one zone. From the neuron, a signal is passed to 
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the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB). The signal is transduced by the neurons and transmitted to 

glomeruli and then to mitral cells. Seemingly unlike in the main olfactory bulb, several glomeruli 

types send information on to the same mitral cell (Takami and Graziadei, 1991). However, the 

organization of these cells remained unclear and the pathway the signal took after the mitral cells 

was unknown.  

 

2.3 Progress made into odorant signaling 

 Since the year 2000 there has been significant progress made in deducing the pathway the 

olfactory signal takes in the mammalian system. Individual odorants bind to a specific subset of 

receptors and individual receptors bind to a specific subset of odorants (reviewed in Su et al., 

2009). These receptors vary in their ‘tuning’ and respond to a different number of odorants. In 

addition, the larger the concentrations of an odorant, the larger the number of receptors that 

respond. Odorants also affect the duration of the signal that is produced depending on the receptor 

it binds to; some odorants elicit a short response, while others elicit a long-lasting response 

(Hallem et al., 2004). The length of response can vary depending on the receptor as well as the 

odorant. Much more on how the chemical signals are translated to electrical signals in mammals 

has been discovered. Before the hydrophobic odorant can bind to the receptor it must pass through 

an aqueous fluid.  The odorant does this by binding to odorant binding proteins (OBPs) which 

solubilize the airborne odorant (Su et al., 2009). The OBPs transport the proteins to specific 

receptors. Then odorants bind to the receptor pocket surrounding the transmembrane domains 3, 5, 

and 6 through hydrophobic and van der Waals forces (Katada et al., 2005).  Some amino acids in 

the carboxyl terminal domain and third intracellular loop of the olfactory receptors seem to be 

involved in the coupling and activation of Gαolf (Katada et al., 2004).  
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A guanine nucleotide exchange factor called Ric8B, enhances the accumulation of the G 

protein at the cell membrane which improves the OR coupling (Von Dannecker et al., 2006). The 

activated G protein stimulates AC-3, which results in an increase in cyclic AMP production. The 

increased concentration of cAMP causes the cyclic nucleotide –gated channel (CNG) to open 

allowing an influx of calcium. The calcium influx then results in the opening of calcium-gated 

chloride channels (Stephan et al., 2009). See Figure 2A, (Kato & Touhara, 2009). Odor perception 

depends on more than just the chemical structure and concentration of odorants, (Kato and 

Touhara, 2009). Odor adaptation, or the ability of the olfactory system to adjust its sensitivity at 

different stimulus intensities (Kato and Touhara, 2009), allows high sensitivity retention during 

long lasting or repetitive odor stimulation. Olfactory sensory neurons can be subjected to negative 

feedback regulation that causes CNG channels to close in the presence of too much calcium 

(Zufall and Leinders-Zufall, 2000). See Figure 2B (taken from Kato and Touhara, 2009).  Elevated 

levels of calcium bind to calmodulin and inhibit the CNG channels and activate phosphodiesterase. 

CaMK2 inhibits AC3, and PKA and GRK3 desensitize the receptor (Kato and Touhara, 2009).   

  

 

Figure 2A 
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Figure 2B 

Olfactory transduction pathway (Fig 2A) & Negative feedback (Fig 2B) taken directly from Kato and 
Touhara (2009). 
 

From the olfactory sensory neuron the signal is passed to glomeruli. The glomeruli form 

synapses with the dendrites of mitral and tufted (M/T) cells (Su et al., 2009). These second order 

neurons then transfer the signal to innervate higher brain regions. These regions integrate 

information from other sensory modalities, like information from past experiences and information 

concerning the mammal’s behavioral state. The M/T cells synapse with pyramidal neurons in the 

olfactory cortex. The pyramidal neurons act as “coincidence detectors”, and only fire their action 

potential when certain M/T cells are active together (Poo and Isaacson, 2009).  The pyramidal 

neurons form connections with other regions such as the orbitofrontal cortex, thalamus, and 

hypothalamus, integrating the different sites (Su et al., 2009) and stimulating a response to the 

original odorant.  

New receptors have been discovered in the main olfactory epithelium. TAARs, trace-amine 

associated receptors, act as a second class of olfactory receptor that is activated by volatile amines 

found in urine (Libreles and Buck, 2006). The TAARs were discovered similarly to formyl peptide 

receptors. (FPRs will be discussed later in this paper). Libreles and Buck (2006) used real time 
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qPCR with primers matching GPCRs not previously implicated in odor, pheromone, or taste 

detection to amplify the unknown GPCRs, and then used RNA in situ hybridization to confirm the 

olfactory sensory neurons expression of Taar7d and Taar9. They used primers specific for each 

mouse Taar gene in qPCR reactions with cDNA from the olfactory epithelium and other mouse 

tissues to make sure that the genes were only expressed in the OE. However, they failed to test all 

relevant tissues, as several important sensory organs (discussed below) had not been discovered 

yet. The TAAR receptors will be mentioned again in a section on pheromone signaling.  

Another type of receptor discovered, called the guanylyl cyclase D (GC-D), is also 

expressed by olfactory sensory neurons in the main olfactory epithelium. These OSNs project to 

the dorsal part of the olfactory bulb and respond to everything from peptide hormones and CO2 to 

pheromones (Leinders-Zufal et al., 2007). In addition, some ORs are expressed in the Septal organ 

of Masera (SO), which comprises an island of sensory tissue located on either side of the nasal 

septum (Kaluza et al., 2004). The SO’s proposed function is an alerting  role or “mini-nose” which 

responds to ligand from food and the environment (Su et al., 2009) These newly identified organs 

and receptors add to the intricate, yet complicated olfactory system. 

 

2.4 Progress made into pheromone signaling  

 Since 2000 there has been some progress in determining the pheromone signaling pathway. 

However, the nature of the pheromones regulating behavior in mammals is largely unknown 

(Rodriguez and Boehm, 2008). In 2006, it was discovered by Levai et al., (2006) that there are 44 

different OR genes expressed in the apical zone of the VNO epithelium. In addition, it has become 

apparent that, although in general pheromones are recognized in the VNO, and odorants in the 

MOE, there is some overlap, and some pheromones can be processed in the MOE ( Lin et al., 
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2004), while some odorants are recognized by receptors in the VNO (Sam et al., 2004). Because 

this is such a significant discovery, a more detailed discussion of the experiment by Sam et al., 

(2004) will be included. 

 Sam et al., (2001) used calcium imaging of single murine VNO neurons containing Fura-2 

dye. They tested the mouse VNO neurons to see if they could detect odorants by creating 9 mixes 

of odorants from 82 sources. If a neuron responded to a mix, then it was tested on each of the 

odorants in the mix to identify what had activated it. One to one and a half percent of the neurons 

responded to a single mix. Some neurons were also stimulated by 18 single odorants labeled as 

camphoric, floral, musky, sweet, or woody. Interestingly, some neurons responded to more than 

one odorant, and some odorants activated more than one neuron. However, the neurons remained 

for the most part very specific. For example the VNO neurons could differentiate between indole 

and skatole, two molecules that are only one methyl group different in structure. It is important to 

note that appropriate concentrations of odorants were used, and the intensity of neuron activation 

was similar to that seen in neurons by normal pheromone ligands. (In other words, the 

experimental design was well done, and the controls conducted were adequate.) Sam et al., (2001) 

suggest that these odorants may act similarly to pheromones, and stimulate certain instinctual 

behaviors.    

 Vomeronasal signal transduction remains unclear, but some suggestions for chemosensory 

transduction in VSNs have been made. V1Rs are coupled with Gαi2, and stimulate Gβγ-mediated 

calcium signaling (Touhara and Vosshall, 2009). V2Rs are likely coupled with Gαo to stimulate the 

calcium cascade. The signal transduction involves diacylglycerol and a diacylglycerol-activated 

cation channel, along with a transient receptor potential channel TRCP2 which is strongly 

expressed in both apical and basal compartments of the VNO (Limann et al., 1999) (reviewed in 
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Rodriguez and Boehm, 2008; and Touhara and Vosshall, 2009). The mechanism for activation of 

TRPC2 via a VR/phospholipase-C pathway remains unknown and additional ion channels could 

likely be involved (Touhara and Vosshall, 2009). Signals transduced from V1R neurons and OR-

expressing VSNs go to the anterior accessory olfactory bulb, while V2R neurons signal to the 

posterior AOB. The neurons form several converged glomeruli and from there the sensory 

neuronal axon terminals synapse with the secondary neurons (Del Punta et al., 2002). The 

secondary neurons project to the bed nucleus of the accessory olfactory tract (BAOT), and to the 

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST), and the medial and posteromedial cortical nuclei of the 

amygdala (Brennan and Kendrick, 2006). From there, information is relayed to the MPOA-AH and 

hormones are released to control the behavioral responses triggered by the pheromones.  

 Significant progress has been made in identifying some ligands that act as pheromones and 

trigger stereotypic behavior in some mammals. There are several volatile molecules present in 

mouse urine, called mouse urinary proteins (MUPs) that are VSN agonists, including 2- sec -butyl-

4,5-dihydrothiazole, 3,4-dehydro- exo -brevicomin, farnesene, n -pentylacetate, 6-hydroxy-6-

methyl-3-heptanone, isobutylamine, 2-heptanone, and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine (Novotny, 2003). 

Some MUPs can activate V2Rs in the basal layer of the VNO in the absence of volatile urine, 

(Stowers et al., 2004). In addition, synthetic MUPs alone can cause aggressive behaviors in male 

mice (Touhara and Vossell, 2009).  

There are also major histocompatibility complex (MHC) peptides that have been shown to 

selectively activate some vomeronasal neurons located in the basal VNO epithelium (Leinders-

Zufall et al. 2004). The MHC peptides are able to induce a pregnancy block, called the Bruce 

effect, in which exposure to a foreign male blocks implantation of embryos sired by a familiar 

male, (Leinders-Zufall et al., 2004). Lienders-Zufall et al., was able to demonstrate aspects of the 
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Bruce effect by using electrophysiological studies, in which whole-cell current recording from 

VNO neurons produced membrane depolarization and action potential when the MHC peptides 

were applied. 

 Other possible ligands include extraorbital lacrimal gland specific peptides (ESPs), (also 

called exocrine gland-secreted peptides), that are secreted by extraorbital lacrimal glands (Kimoto 

et al. 2007). ESPs are male specific, and they activate V2R neurons. This is important because it 

suggests that V2R-expressing neurons can respond to nonvolatile pheromones (Touhara and 

Vossell, 2009).  

One newly discovered pheromone receptor, called TAAR, responds to volatile amines 

found in urine (Fleischer et al., 2007) that act as alarm pheromones originating from stressed 

conspecifics. As mentioned previously, TAARs are also expressed in the main olfactory 

epithelium. Another organ that expresses TAARs was only recently discovered and is called the 

Gruenberg Ganglion (GG).  The GG also contains sensory neurons that express ORs activated by 

volatile alarm pheromones required for the freezing behavior in mice (Brechbuhl et al., 2008). 

These new pheromones, receptors, and organs add to the intricate and specific pheromone 

signaling pathways found in mammalian species. 

 One of the most interesting pheromone receptors discovered was published only a few 

months ago. This receptor is known as the formyl peptide receptor and has been suggested for 

acting as a disease sensing receptor in mice and other mammals. The rest of this paper will focus 

on the discovery, function, and implication of these receptors in mammals, particularly mice and 

canines.  

  

2.5 Formyl Peptide Receptors 
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  Liberles et al., (2009) discovered five peptide receptors in vomeronasal epithelium using 

high-throughput screen for GPCRs expressed in mouse vomeronasal tissue. Around the same time, 

Riviere et al., (2009), identified the same receptors through reverse transcriptase PCR using 

primers corresponding to putative heptahelical receptor transcripts. The five transcripts identified 

Fpr-rs1, Fpr-rs3, Fpr-rs4, Fpr-rs6, and Fpr-rs7, all belong to the formyl peptide receptor gene 

family. Two FPR mouse genes not transcribed solely in the VNO tissue play a role in immunity 

and are expressed in immune cells and other cell types (Migeotte, 2006). Both groups of scientists, 

Riveiere et al., and Liberles et al., performed quantitative PCR and determined that the 5 genes 

were only expressed in vomeronasal tissue. Both groups also performed RNA in situ hybridization 

to show that there was strong punctuate expression of the transcripts in the neuroepithelium similar 

to patterns observed in V1R, and V2R genes. Both groups also used double in situ hybridization to 

show that there was no co-expression of FPR genes pertaining to other families, and that 

expression was monogenic.  

Liberles et al., (2009) then relied on BLAST and other databases to search for genes 

encoding FPR related proteins in other mammals. The authors concluded that VNO FPRs are 

probably only present in a few select mammals, possibly only in certain rodents, and the likelihood 

they are expressed in dogs, humans, cows, or horses is very small. Riviere et al., (2009) evaluated 

the expression of Fpr-rs3 in rat and gerbil VNO tissue and found punctate messenger RNA and 

protein expression similar to what was observed in mice. In their abstract Riviere et al., (2009) 

suggest that they believe there are formyl peptide related genes in multiple mammalian species’ 

VNOs, though they do not specify any others besides mice, rats, and gerbils. Riviere et al.,(2009) 

went on to determine what ligands might bind to the 5 FPR receptors. They transiently expressed 

the receptors in HEK293 cells. Then, the ligands known to activate the two immune FPR 
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receptors, FPR1, and FPR-rs2, were tested by measuring agonist-induced calcium transients in cell 

loaded with ratiometric calcium sensitive to a reporter dye. Ligands tested included: formyl 

peptide, fMLF, CRAMP, lipoxin A4, diluted urine, and an elevated extracellular K1 solution. It 

was discovered that the five receptors were stimulated by CRAMP, uPAR, LXA4, and fMLF. 

Riviere et al., (2009) concluded that though the functional role of the 5 receptors remains to be 

determined, their agonist characteristics suggest the receptors may allow for the detection of 

various contaminated compounds, and the identification of sick conspecifics as explained below. 

 

2.6 Possible Functions and Implications of Formyl Peptide Receptors 

 Though mice have been observed to avoid sick conspecifics it was unknown how 

(Kavaliers et al., 2004, 2005, and 2006). A possible explanation has resulted from the discovery of 

the formyl peptide receptor genes. N-terminal formyl groups are located on peptides derived from 

bacteria, mitochondria and plant chloroplasts (Giglione et al., 2000). The recognition of formylated 

peptides by VNO neurons could allow for the detection of edible plants, signal the decay of food, 

identify a bacterial infection in a conspecific, or even pick up on individuality cues from waste 

products that could signal the presence of predators in an area (Liberles et al., 2009). This 

discovery may open up a whole new field of research into the molecular basis for smelling disease 

(Munger, 2009).  

 For example, there has been a lot of research recently into canine scent detection of human 

cancer. Trained dogs can smell a person’s breath, urine, or tissue sample, and indicate whether or 

not that person has bladder (Willis et al., 2004), lung (McCulloch et al., 2006), breast (McCulloch 

et al., 2006), prostate (Gordon et al., 2008), ovarian (Horvath et al., 2008), and/or melanoma 

(Williams and Pembroke, 1989; Pickel et al., 2004) cancers. No mechanism for this scent detection 
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of cancer has been determined, but if canines were to have formyl peptide-like receptors, then such 

receptors could be an important factor for cancer and other disease detection.  

This hypothesis is worth mentioning, but according to Liberles et al. (2009) is dubious as 

dogs are unlikely to have FPR receptors in their vomeronasal organ. In fact, dogs do not even have 

the non-olfactory FPR1 and FPRL2 receptors (Haitina et al., 2009) though they do have an FPR-

like 1 receptor that could take the place of the two missing receptor types (Haitina et al., 2009). 

However, as we have learned from previous experiments, often receptors are missed in an 

organism if scientists do not know where to look for them (Libreles and Buck 2006). The rat OR 

gene repertoire is larger than the dog repertoire, but canines have a higher level of diversification 

and the rat genome is less polymorphic (Roquier and Giorgi, 2007). The dog olfactory genome has 

been sequenced many times (Olvender et al., 2004; Quignon et al., 2003 and 2005; Robin et al., 

2009) but the function of many GPCR gene sequences have not been determined. Perhaps dogs 

express FPR-like receptors that have not yet been characterized.  

 

2.7 Conclusion 

 The olfactory system is a complicated and intricate system which allows animals to sense 

thousands of different olfactory and pheromonal signals. Recent discoveries have illuminated some 

of the processes for signal transduction; however, more work in almost every area of the pathway 

should be conducted to better understand the system and its effects and influences on animals. One 

receptor in particular, the formyl peptide receptor might be instrumental in mammalian detection 

of disease and sickness in conspecifics, in the detection of food sources and identification of the 

foods physical condition, (contaminated or healthy), and in the sensing of nearby predators. 

Munger (2009) stated it best,  
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“As the biological roles of individual olfactory subsystems are elucidated, we begin 
to truly understand how animals detect and dissect their complex chemosensory 
worlds.”  

The nose is a busy and interesting subject for researchers these days. 

 
3. Olfactory detection of cancer based on MHC dependent odor components 

 

Though there is no accepted theory for how dogs are able to detect cancer in humans by 

sniffing biological samples, Balseiro and Correia (2006) have presented an interesting hypothesis. 

They suggest that dogs can smell volatile organic compounds produced by tumors due to changes 

in the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules in the malignant cells. The purpose of this 

section is to describe in more detail what the Balseiro and Correia (2006) hypothesis suggests and 

to delve deeper into the subjects upon which the hypothesis is contingent. Some topics that will be 

addressed include; the mechanisms employed by the human immune system to detect and destroy 

infectious and foreign agents, the role the MHC plays in the immune system- specifically to 

prevent malignant cell proliferation, theories on how the MHC may affect body odor, simple 

cancer biology, and mechanisms cancerous cells employ to escape detection by the immune 

system- specifically mechanisms for altering MHC molecules in the infected cells. If indeed the 

hypothesis by Balseiro and Correia is correct, then possibilities for earlier diagnosis and treatment 

of cancer would be possible.  

 

3.1 The Immune System 

The immune system functions to protect the body from pathogens. There are two types of 

mechanisms that the immune system employs to protect its cells. Innate immune responses are 

immediate and the first line of defense for cells (Karp 2008). One innate immune response cell 

important in combating cancerous tumour cells, along with serving other functions, is a type of 
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nonspecific lymphocyte called a natural killer (NK) cell. These cells have been known to cause the 

death of certain types of cancer cells in vitro, and may provide the mechanism for destroying a 

malignant cell in vivo before it develops into a tumor (Hanna and Burton, 1981). Along with other 

cells, NK cells help initiate the adaptive response (Bottino et al., 2005). Adaptive immune 

responses take a certain amount of time to ‘gear up’ for an attack against a pathogen, or other 

abnormal cell. After this lag time is over however, the adaptive response is very strong and 

selective (Karp, 2008). Two types of adaptive immune responses are humoral responses and cell-

mediated responses. Humoral responses focus on pathogens found outside of individual cells 

(Karp, 2008), and are not as important for the purposes of this paper. However, the cell mediated 

immune response is very important for tumour prevention and will be the focus of the rest of this 

section. 

 

3.2 T Cells 

The major players in cell mediated responses are T lymphocytes. T cells recognize and kill 

foreign or infected cells (Eggert et al., 1999). Abnormal cells are detected by receptors present on 

the surface of T lymphocytes. The T-cell receptors (TCRs) bind to fragments of antigens that are 

held on the surface of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) that are abnormal. Each T cell expresses 

only one type of T-cell receptor which in turn binds selectively to only one kind of antigen 

fragment (Karp, 2008). When an APC is detected by a T receptor, the immune system is alerted to 

the infection. After it is alerted, the T cell may reproduce, called proliferation, and these new cells 

will differentiate into mature killing cells with the same T-cell receptors as the original T cell 

(Eggert et al., 1999). Since the receptor remains the same, the new T cells will only be able attack 

and kill the cells that contain the antigen recognized by that first T cell. This is a necessary 
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precaution to prevent newly synthesized T cells from promoting death in normal cells. There are 

three subclasses of T cells; cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), helper T lymphocytes (TH cells), and 

regulatory T lymphocytes (TReg cells) (Karp, 2008). Though all of these subclasses are important, 

the cytotoxic T lymphocytes are the T cells that will be referred to in the rest of this paper unless 

indicated otherwise. CTLs kill abnormal cells by forcing them to undergo apoptosis. These CTLs  

possess a surface protein called CD8+. When a T cell receptor encounters an antigen presenting 

cell, the TCR ‘docks’ on the MHC that is presenting the abnormal peptide fragment (Chang et al., 

2004). The interaction between the MHC and TCR can be strengthened by additional contact 

between CD8+ cells and MHC proteins. CD8+ cells are instrumental in the docking process and 

when they are inhibited or depleted by certain antibodies, some viruses and pathogens can spread 

with ease (Jin and Bauer, 1999). As will be discussed later, when mutations occur that impair the 

function of the immune system, cells of the body can mutate and become cancerous.  

 

3.3 The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) 

 The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is most known for its ability to detect self 

from non-self (Eggert et al., 1999). It consists of approximately 20 different genes containing over 

2000 different alleles (Karp, 2008). Due to its highly polymorphic nature it is unlikely that any two 

organisms would have the same sequence of MHC alleles (Eggert et al., 1999), except for identical 

twins. As was mentioned above, the MHC is responsible for presenting antigens on the surface of 

the cell. MHC molecules are not extremely selective, and they can bind to different kinds of 

peptides that share certain features. As there are many different MHC molecules on the surface of 

just one antigen presenting cell, a vast array of peptides can be displayed. However, cells cannot 

display all possible peptides, because there are just too many variations in peptide structure and 
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sequence (Karp, 2008). As it is difficult for the immune system to combat a pathogen that it cannot 

detect, an organism’s susceptibility to a pathogen depends on how well its MHC molecules can 

present the pathogen’s peptide fragments on the surface of a cell. For this reason, some people can 

be more vulnerable to a virus, or antigen, if they are unable to adequately display fragments of that 

antigen on their cell surfaces (Karp, 2008). The MHC alleles present in a cell are determined by 

sexual selection (Potts and Wakeland, 1993). Research indicates that a person is attracted to an 

individual who has a large number of different MHC molecules from the person, because then that 

person’s own offspring will likely have a greater variety of MHC molecules (Eggert et al., 1999), 

and due to that variety, would be less susceptible to a larger number of diseases. One interesting 

fact relating to this is that a person would be less susceptible to a disease that their ancestors had 

been exposed to, because most likely their ancestors would have passed on their MHC genes that 

were sufficient at fighting those diseases (Karp, 2008). 

  

3.4 The major histocompatibility complex is generally divided into two classes (Wedekind and 

Penn, 2000). Major histocompatability complex class 1 (MHC1) molecules are expressed by 

almost every cell in the body, while MHC class 2 (MHCII) molecules are generally only expressed 

on professional APCs, (such as dendritic cells, B cells, and macrophages) (Karp, 2008). 

Professional APCs generally ingest extracellular molecules through phagocytosis and express 

fragments of those molecules on their surface. The T cells that read these antigens are helper T 

cells. However, MHC class 1 molecules present peptides synthesized inside the cell. The cytotoxic 

T cells that were discussed earlier “read” these peptides (Wedekind and Penn, 2000). When T cell 

receptors recognize foreign peptides expressed by the MHC1, the immune system reacts to cause 

the death of cells expressing those foreign peptides. Mutations or viruses in the cell both could be 
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responsible for the synthesis of unknown and foreign proteins (Karp, 2008). When a cell is normal, 

the MHC1 still presents peptide fragments of synthesized proteins on the surface of the cell. But 

no T cells will be able to bind with the normal peptides. Some T cells produced have T cell 

receptors that show a high affinity for normal cell peptides. These T cells are destroyed in the 

thymus before they have the opportunity to initiate an immune response against any healthy cells 

(Karp, 2008).  Without the MHC and T lymphocytes the immune system would not be as able to 

detect problems occurring in the cells of our body. 

 

3.5 Theories on the distinct odor of the MHC 

 It has been fairly well established through several studies that there is a detectable odor 

humans, mice, and other animals exude due to their major histocompatibility complex (Penn & 

Potts 1998). These MHC associated odors can affect mating preferences of organisms in 

interesting ways. For example studies on house mice indicate that the sexes prefer mates with 

different MHCs from their own (Singer, 1997). A test done on humans showed similar results. 

Wedekind et al. (1995) did a study in which male students (N=44) were asked to wear the same 

shirt to sleep for two consecutive nights. When female students (N = 49) where asked to smell 

these shirts and rate the attractiveness of the odors, a significant number of women chose the shirts 

worn by men with different MHC genotypes from their own. An interesting aside is that in a 

related study by Wedekind and Furi (1997), it was found that women on the contraceptive pill did 

not prefer odors of men with different MHC genotypes from their own. However, even though it 

has been shown that some animals can detect an odor associated with another’s MHC, it is still 

undetermined how MHC genes influence individual odor. 
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  Figure 3. Proposed Mechanisms for how MHC influences individual odor. This figure 
illustrates the five different hypotheses proposed for how MHC genes influence an 
individual’s odor. Copied directly from: Penn and Potts, 1998. 

 
Five prominent hypotheses have been suggested that would explain the mechanism for 

odor production associated with the MHC. (See Figure 3)  The first mechanism, mentioned by 

Singh et al. (1987) is known as the ‘MHC molecule hypothesis’. This hypothesis assumes that 
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there are fragments of volatile MHC molecules that can be found in the urine of individuals. 

Evidence for this hypothesis also comes from Singh et al. (1987), in which the authors found that a 

majority  

of class 1 molecules degrade to small fragments when introduced to urine and that rats were only 

able to differentiate between MHC class 1 types in the urine of different rats when the MHC 

molecules were degraded, but not when they were intact. However, according to Wedekind and 

Penn (2000), MHC molecules are large and non-volatile, proof against the MHC molecule 

hypothesis, since mice can discriminate between urine samples from a distance (Singer et al., 

1996), suggesting they are smelling volatile molecules. In addition, Singer et al. (1993) conducted 

an experiment showing that mice can differentiate between urine, even after the proteins in the 

urine were denatured.  

  Singh et al. (1987) presented another, more reasonable hypothesis in the same article. The 

authors suggested that a mixture of MHC class 1 molecules in association with the peptides they 

are presenting on the cell surface could be transported from the blood into the urine and would 

impart an individual specific odor to the urine. They came up with this hypothesis after completing 

a study in which they tested animals for their ability to distinguish between urine samples from 

donors of one strain of MHC type from donors of a different strain. Specifically, rats could 

discriminate between PVG urine, et al.from a PVG.R1 urine type containing a polymorphic class I 

Aav1 type molecule (Singh et al., 1987). PVG urine is urine produced by genetically inbred mice 

with a PVG congenic series in which all non-MHC genes were nearly identical (Pearse-Pratt et al., 

1999) containing a polymorphic class I Ac type molecule This hypothesis was elaborated on by 

Singer et al. in 1997, and is now commonly known as the ‘peptide hypothesis’.  
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In the peptide hypothesis MHC molecules bind to peptide fragments, and their volatile 

metabolites, such as carboxylic acids, are thought to provide the odor (Wedikind & Penn, 2000). 

Singer et al. (1997) suggests that variations in the relative concentrations of individual compounds 

in acidic mixtures cause the difference in odor due to MHC class 2 types. Singh et al. (1987) goes 

on to conclude that the amino acid conjugates of the odorous acids contain peptide functional 

groups that could be expressed by MHC glycoproteins and could be derived from the normally 

bound peptides. Singer et al. (1997) identified methylbutyric acids, dimethyl sulfone, phenol, p-

cresol, 4-epthylphenol, benzoic acid, and phenylacetic acid as possible volatile acids. However, in 

their study only phenylacetic acid was statistically significant in signaling class 2 type by differing 

relative concentrations in various mice.  

The third hypothesis is known as the “microflora hypothesis”. This hypothesis was 

presented as just a musing in which the author, Howard (1977) suggests that odor may be 

associated with MHC 2 indirectly. It has been reported that bacterial flora on the human skin is 

individual (stated by Howard, 1977 without citation). Therefore, individual odor could be 

produced through metabolites from bacterial flora on the skin, or in intestinal and genitourinary 

tracts. As the presence of these particular organisms might be under the control of MHC 2 linked 

IR genes (Howard, 1977) this could be a possible explanation of how odor is linked to MHC 

genes. More simply, in this hypothesis it is suggested that allele-specific populations of microbial 

flora are shaped by MHC genes and that this may alter odor produced by humans and animals. 

Though this hypothesis is interesting, there is no consistent evidence for it (Wedikind and Penn, 

2000).  

The fourth hypothesis is known as the ‘carrier hypothesis’. It was presented by Pearse-Pratt 

et al., in 1992. The authors suggest that MHC molecules change their shape to bind volatiles, 
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instead of peptides, as in the peptide hypothesis, and carry the volatiles to scent or urine glands 

(reviewed by Wedkind and Penn, 2000). A problem with this hypothesis is that MHC molecules 

bind to hydrophilic peptides, and no mechanism is suggested for how the MHC molecules could 

change their conformation in order to bind hydrophobic aromatic-binding molecules.  

The last hypothesis, the peptide-microflora hypothesis’ was suggested by the authors 

Wedikind and Penn (2000). They predict that MHC molecules influence odor by binding unique 

subsets of peptides (as in the peptide-hypothesis), which are then carried to preputial, coagulating, 

axillary or other microbe-harboring glands, where their metabolites are made volatile by 

commensal microflora, similar to the microflora hypothesis. So far, this hypothesis is the most 

accepted because it not only includes a mechanism for how individual odor is shaped by the 

peptide binding properties of the major histocompatibility complex, but it also provides a 

mechanism for how the molecules are made volatile and transported to the urine, breath, and sweat 

of individuals.  

Despite the fact that there is no one proven mechanism for how the major 

histocompatibility affects odor, there is proof that it does (Wedekind et al., 1995). Does cancer in a 

person’s body change the MHC which in turn affects the odor produced by that person? In order to 

speculate on this question with any accuracy some general information about cancer should be 

addressed.  

 

3.5 General Cancer Biology 

 Cancer cells, unlike normal cells grow uncontrollably and indefinitely without stimulatory 

growth signals and despite the presence of inhibitors (Karp, 2008). They do not necessarily grow 

any faster than normal cells, but their growth is not dependent on cell signals and they do not 
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undergo apoptosis or other mechanisms for cell death, as a normal mutated cell would. Cancer 

cells are particularly deadly because they can metastasize and spread through lymphatic or 

vascular pathways to create secondary lethal tumors. Due to the prevalence and severity of cancer, 

studies on the disease have been continuous and wide spread for decades (Karp, 2008). Treatments 

such as radiation are available, but unfortunately no ‘cure’ has been found thus far.  

 Cancer can be caused by several agents, all of which alter the genome. Some causes of 

cancer include ionizing radiation, DNA and RNA-containing viruses, and carcinogenic chemicals 

(Huebner and Todaro, 1969). Some even hypothesize that diet can affect a person’s risk of cancer, 

because depending on where a person lives, they are more likely to get certain types of cancer but 

are at reduced risk for other types (Sinha et al., 2003). For example people in the US are more at 

risk for colon and breast cancer, but less at risk for gastric cancer (Karp, 2008). However, while 

geographical correlations with cancer are relatively easy to show, food consumption is not the only 

factor that could influence cancer risk. For example, Floridians had a greater risk of skin cancer in 

2005 than inhabitants of Alaska (http://www.cdc.gov/cancer/skin/statistics/state.htm), but that does 

not mean the increased risk was due to a high consumption of oranges or other foods eaten in 

Florida. More likely the risk was due to Floridians’ greater exposure to ultraviolet radiation. With 

more knowledge on the causes of cancer, more preventative measures could be taken to avoid at 

least some types of cancer.  

 Cancer is found in one third of individuals in Western countries and it is one of the two 

leading causes of death (Karp, 2008). Even though cancer is very prevalent when compared to 

other diseases a human can get, the chances of getting cancer on a cellular level are small. Several 

mutations or losses of gene function have to occur before a tumor cell becomes malignant (Algarra 

et al., 2004). These mutations occur in a single line of cells in a multi-step process as first the 
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cell(s) may lose self regulating controls that would induce apoptosis, and then lose their 

susceptibility to other outside controls and signals. Unfortunately, cancer is monoclonal and it only 

takes one correctly mutated cell for cancer to occur (Karp, 2008). After a cell becomes cancerous it 

generally still continues to mutate and undergo epigenetic changes. These continuous mutations 

make cancer difficult to treat because the cancer cells that arise can be resistant to the drugs being 

used previously. 

The cancer immune surveillance theory (Albarra et al., 2004, Burnet, 2004et al.) suggests 

that there are intracellular mechanisms the body usually uses to combat malignant cells. There are 

several tumor-suppressing genes expressed that code for proteins generally released when cells 

start showing unusual growth. Examples of such genes include tumor protein 53 (TP53), ADP 

ribosylation factor (ARF), and retinoblastoma protein (RB) (Karp, 2008). Mutations in these genes 

are often found in cancerous cells. As discussed in the immune system section, the body’s own 

immune system is generally able to kill cells which produce abnormal proteins due to mutations 

(Botino et al., 2005). However, as these proteins are still being produced by the body’s own cells, 

sometimes the tumor associated peptides can still look sufficiently like a normal peptide when 

presented on the cell surface (Karp, 2008). For this reason, the immune system often fails to 

recognize the proteins as abnormal. In addition, even if the T cell receptors are able to recognize a 

protein as inappropriate, the tumors can often develop mechanisms to escape destruction (Campoli 

and Ferrone, 2008).   

 

3.6 Specific mechanisms tumor cells employ on MHC molecules to escape recognition 

One of the mechanisms most widely used by tumor cells to escape recognition is to alter 

the MHC class 1 expression on the cell surface (Algarra et al., 2004). In fact, human leukocyte 
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antigen (HLA) class 1 antigen changes have been discovered in 16-50 % of solid tumors found in 

head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, and in breast, lung, colon, cervix, prostate, and melanoma 

cancers (Chang et a., 2004).  A variety of abnormal expressions of human leukocyte antigen 

(HLA) molecules are present in tumor cells. Some of the different abnormal expressions include 

HLA down-regulation and complete HLA loss.  

Down regulation can be caused by abnormalities in the expression and/or function of 

components of the MHC 1 (Seliger et al., 2000), but not by structural mutations (Chang et a, 

2004). MHC defects have been identified in several types of malignant lesions and such mutations 

could lead to impairment in the processing of tumor-associated antigens and in the presentation of 

tumor associated antigens to T cells (Seliger et al., 2000). Interestingly, according to Seliger et al. 

(2000) expression can sometimes be partially restored by supplying exogenous peptides and 

incubating the down-regulated cells at a low, non-physiological temperature which increases the 

stability of the antigen processing machinery.   

Complete HLA loss can be caused by Beta-2 microglobulin mutations (Chang et al., 2004). 

Selective HLA class 1 loss can be caused by mutations or loss of genes encoding the lost HLA 

class 1 heavy chains or by mutations that inhibit translation and/or transcription (Chang et al., 

2004).When complete HLA loss occurs in cancerous cells, often mechanisms to escape from 

natural killer cells are also present (Bottino et al., 2005), such as the loss of the activatory NK 

receptor MHC class I polypeptide-related sequence A (MICA) and MHC class I polypeptide-

related sequence B (MICB) alleles (Algarra et al., 2004). This is because NK cells monitor the 

expression of MHC class 1 molecules. If a potential tumor cell does not express specific surface 

receptors that inhibit NK cells, by expressing receptors such as killer immunoglobulin (Ig)-like 

inhibitor receptors (Bottino et al., 2004), the NK cell attacks and kills the cell. Specific types of 
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MHC molecules that are often downregulated or completely absent in tumor cells include; HLA-A, 

HLA-B, and HLA-C molecules (Balseiro and Correia, 2005). Such HLA expression alterations in 

cancer cells could be what produce the different ‘profile’ of odors that are detected by canines.  

 

3.7 A Possible Application- Early detection of cancer 

 Early detection of many cancers, although essential for treatment effectiveness, can be both 

difficult to achieve and introduce new health risks (See next chapter- Moser and McCulloch, 

2010). If indeed canine’s are smelling  alterations in MHC expression in order to detect cancer in 

humans, then an alternate detection method is possible that would not only have great sensitivity 

and specificity, but would also be non-invasive. This detection method, suggested by Balseiro and 

Correia, is to use an “electronic nose” to detect soluble or volatile organic MHC altered molecules 

in the breath, blood, or urine of a patient. The electronic nose is a gas sensor array that can be used 

to detect MHC dependent odor types (Montag et al., 2000). It has been used to distinguish urine 

odor types of MHC congenic mice strains, MHC mutant mice strains, MHC class 1 mutant mice, 

and HLA-A2 transgenic mice. Interestingly, this gas array was developed to be used in odor type 

research on the urine of subjects for behavioral studies on MHC dependant mate preferences. It 

would be quite astonishing if something developed to assist in behavioral studies was eventually 

used to detect such a deadly disease as cancer! See page 52  for more on the electronic nose. 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

 The detection of cancer based on MHC dependent odor components hypothesis put forth 

by Balseiro and Correia (2006) is an interesting and somewhat new way of approaching possible 

methods for earlier detection of cancer. More research needs to be done to determine the exact 
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relationship between MHC molecules in cancer cells, and odor production, but the possibility is 

present for a new non-invasive method for the early detection of various human cancers. (See Page 

50 for more on new devices invented to detect cancer.)   

 
4. Systematic Review of Previous Canine Scent Detection of Cancer Studies 

 

This section is a systematic review of all the previous canine scent detection of human 

cancer studies published. In this section I will review the methods and accuracy of previous studies 

and give suggestions for future ones. Through this review I hope to ascertain whether dogs can 

detect human cancers with enough sensitivity and specificity to be useful for diagnostic purposes.  

 
4.1 Methods  
 

4.1a Study Identification 

We conducted a systematic search in order to identify all known published data on canine scent 

detection of cancers, following the “roadmap” suggested by Pai et al., (2004). We sought to find 

all published papers in which researchers trained dogs to detect human cancers using only their 

sense of smell, employing biological samples such as skin, breath, urine, and excised tumor 

samples. Searches in PubMed (1949 to January 2009; www.pubmed.gov), and EMBASE (1980 to 

January 2009; http://embase.com/), were completed using broad search terms such as “canine 

scent” and its synonyms, “cancer” and its synonyms, and the “related articles” link at the PubMed 

citation record of each eligible study. This search was designed to find all published trials in which 

dogs were trained to detect cancer in humans. We also manually searched for references from 

within the bibliographies of all eligible studies.  

 

4.1b Study Eligibility 

 

http://www.pubmed.gov/
http://embase.com/
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We screened titles and abstracts and retained those that were described as a study testing a 

canine’s ability to detect human cancer. As so few studies have been published, this was the only 

eligibility requirement applied. We acquired full-text copies of all the retained studies, and 

screened those articles to insure that they met the above criteria. All articles were included or 

excluded before extraction of data began.  

 

4.1c Data Extraction 

Two reviewers (E.M. and M.M.) independently extracted data on the tumor type, target odor 

source, sample size, blinding of trainers to cancer odor location, storage details of the test samples, 

whether a data audit was completed, whether an independent observer was present, outcome of the 

testing, and statistical tests used in analysis, the source, breed, and number of dogs, the canine 

training method used, the duration and frequency of training, and the type of controls used. (see 

tables 1, 2, and 3).  

 

4.2 Results 

We found 531 potentially relevant studies on the subject of canine detection of human cancers, 

and of these, excluded 520 and retained 11 (see figure 4).  Full texts of the retained studies were 

examined. Five of these studies were excluded because they did not test canines detecting cancer, 

and one was excluded because it was a systematic review and did not include original data. A sixth 

unpublished manuscript was added to the 5 remaining papers to bring the total to 6 papers for 

review.  

Willis et al.’s study was on canines’ ability to be trained to detect bladder cancer by smelling a 

patient’s urine (Willis et al., 2004). In the study, liquid urine was stored for up to 5 months at -40 
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°C and then used while still wet, or dried overnight and stored at room temperature for as many as 

4 weeks. The authors used two methods to prepare scent samples for the dogs. Wet urine was 

pipetted onto filter paper and placed into Petri dishes allowing more surface area for vaporization 

of the volatile molecules. The remaining urine was dried in a beaker overnight. There were 27 

target and 54 control samples available for training of the dogs. Six dogs of varying breeds were 

trained 1-2 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 7 months. The operant conditioning clicker method 

(Pryor, 1999) was used for training. During testing, the samples, 6 controls and 1 target, were 

prepared in a separate building and placed in random order unknown to the trainer, creating a fully 

blinded test. At least one control was age matched to within 8 years of the target and extensive 

care was taken to ensure that all of the controls were produced by volunteers with urological 

problems similar to that of the target patient. All target and control samples used for testing were 

unknown to the dogs. (This was the case in all studies reviewed.) Out of 9 runs the dogs indicated 

the correct sample and ignored the controls 41% of the time (95% confidence interval: 23%- 52% 

estimated by bootstrap methods), compared with 14% expected by chance. Though these results 

are statistically significant, they are still well below that needed for use in clinical practice. 

Pickel et al.’s (2004) study was on canines’ ability to detect and indicate melanoma by 

smelling lesions on living subjects. As the melanoma lesions being sniffed by dogs were insitu and 

had not been treated or surgically removed from the patients, no form of storage for the target 

samples was necessary. Two dogs, a golden retriever and a Standard Schnauzer, both highly 

trained AKC champions, were trained for testing. One dog was trained over several weeks in about 

200 area trials, during which he was asked to first retrieve a tube containing a mixture of basal, 

squamous, and melanoma tissue samples. Later the dog was required to search for the target tube 

in a grassy area containing many empty tubes. The second dog only participated in 11 such area 
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trials. Two other types of tests were completed, a box test (6 trials completed) and a test with tissue 

samples planted on healthy volunteers (around 73 trials completed), before the 7 patient searches 

for insitu lesions were conducted. In the patient searches completed, 8 to 30 adhesive bandages 

were placed in several locations on the patient’s body, including a bandage over the target lesion. 

Though the handler did not know where the target sample was located, the patient did; therefore, 

the experiment could not be considered double blind. A successful run occurred when the dog 

indicated the bandage covering the target melanoma. The two dogs were successful between 75% 

and 85.7% of the time.  

McCulloch et al.’s (2006) study was on canines’ ability to detect and indicate lung and breast 

cancer by smelling samples of a patient’s exhaled breath. Breath samples were collected on 

polypropylene fibers and stored for a maximum of 60 days at room temperature. There were 55 

target lung samples, 31 target breast samples, and 83 control samples available for use in training. 

Five dogs, three Labrador Retrievers and two Portuguese Water Dogs who were pets of owners 

living close to the research location, were trained for 3 weeks, 20 times a day, every day. They 

were trained to indicate the target breath sample (containing breath from patients with lung or 

breast cancer) among 4 control samples also present. When the dog indicated the correct sample by 

sitting in front of it, the trainer used a clicker to indicate the dog was correct, and then reinforced 

the behavior by rewarding the dog with snack treats, praise, and play. During testing, controls were 

age matched to the targets. Confounding factors taken into consideration included smoking habits, 

diabetes, dental infection and recently eaten meal. During the double blind testing the dogs 

indicated the target breast cancer breath with a specificity of 98% (95% CI: 0.90, 0.99) and a 

sensitivity of 88% (95% CI: 0.75, 1.00). The same dogs indicated the target lung cancer breath 

with a specificity of 99% (95% CI: 0.96, 1.00) and a sensitivity of 99% (95% CI: 0.99, 1.00).  
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Horvath et al.’s (2008) study was on canines’ ability to detect and indicate ovarian cancer by 

smelling ovarian tumor samples. The samples were stored for an unknown length of time at -80°C. 

Out of 51 individual cancerous samples, 31 were allotted for use during training and 20 for use 

during testing. Only one dog, a Risenschnauzer, was trained. The training lasted for 12 months and 

was conducted in two parts: learning the odor signatures (6 months) and learning odor 

discrimination (6 months). In the first part of training the dog was requested to sniff rags on the 

floor. When the dog showed interest in the target rag with the ovarian cancer sample, it was 

snatched away. This method supposedly reinforces the dog’s natural hunting behavior and 

strengthens the dog’s motivation to select the target (Horvath et al., 2008). In the second stage, to 

learn discrimination, target samples were placed in two of 10 wooden boxes. The other boxes 

contained control samples of abdominal fat, muscle, small bowel tissue, and pieces of healthy 

postmenopausal ovary. Control samples were not age matched nor symptom matched to the targets 

during testing. Single and double blind testing was completed with the dog having a sensitivity 

(measure of true positives indicated) of 100% and a specificity (measure of true negatives 

indicated) of 97.5%. The dog’s accuracy was remarkable given that some of the control tissues had 

been removed from areas adjacent to the tumor within the same patients. 

Gordon et al.’s (2008) study was on canines’ ability to detect breast and prostate cancer by 

smelling urine samples held in test tubes. The urine was stored for a maximum of 5 months at        

-20°C and then stored in freezers at the trainer’s home. There were 53 target and 134 individual 

control samples allotted for use during training. The 10 dogs of varying breeds were owned by 

trainers participating in the study and were trained at different locations. Six of the dogs were 

trained to detect breast cancer and four were trained to detect prostate cancer. The clicker training 

method summarized above was used with food treats as rewards for alerting to the target sample.  
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The controls used were urine samples from subjects who were not known to have cancer. Each dog 

was trained to discriminate only one cancer type from among the 6 controls. Blinding was 

introduced late in the training. During testing, at least one control was age matched within 10 years 

of the target. In addition, there was substantial overlap of medications and medical history in both 

controls and patients with cancer. Testing was disappointing and overall performance was not 

statistically significant with success rates of 18% for detection of prostate cancer, and 22% for 

breast cancer.   

McCulloch et al.’s study in progress is on canines’ ability to detect ovarian cancer by smelling 

exhaled breath condensate. The breath condensate is being stored at   -40°C for a projected 

duration of one to two years. Five dogs, all pets of owners living near the research location with no 

prior scent training, are being trained using operant training with a clicker and food rewards, 

training one time per week. Controls will be age matched and patient and control histories will be 

recorded for future analysis. The testing will be completed under double blind conditions in which 

the dog will differentiate the target sample from four controls.  However, the outcome is not yet 

available.  

 
4.3 Discussion 

 So far, five different teams of scientists have attempted to train dogs to detect and indicate 

lung, breast, melanoma, prostate, bladder, and/or ovarian cancer by smelling breath, urine, and 

tissue samples. Out of the nine studies completed, five have met with statistically significant 

results and four of these have met with possibly clinically significant results. However, each of 

these studies could be improved to produce even better results. Training methods, sample storage 

method, target and control types used, and reporting methods could all be enhanced.  
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 Several different methods of training were used by the different teams of scientists. Clicker 

training, an operant conditioning method involving using a clicker to indicate success to the dog 

with food as a reward, was the most popular method. This is a typical method that many training 

facilities have used with consistent success. Pickel et al., (2004) and Horvath et al., (2008) used 

different methods, but still with reasonable success. Surprisingly, though Gordon et al., (2008) 

used clicker training and food rewards, the dogs were not able to learn to correctly discriminate 

and indicate the target cancer samples. Inconsistency in training is the most obvious explanation 

for the dogs’ failure in this instance. A general training method was agreed upon by all the trainers 

with the specifics left to the individual trainers. The assumption was that they would know their 

dogs best and therefore be able to fine-tune the training to fit their dogs. Not only did the dogs 

have different trainers using different methods, but they also were trained at different times, and 

for different lengths of time. These inconsistencies in training may have made it nearly impossible 

for the dogs to perform well. 

One possible explanation for the poor results in Gordon et al.’s (2008) study is the present 

lack of existing accurate ways to predict prostate cancer aggressiveness, the so-called 

"tiger/pussycat" dilemma. Researchers at the UK's Institute of Cancer Research are working to 

develop such a test, based on the E2F3 gene (Foster et al., 2004), that may someday distinguish 

between aggressive and passive forms of prostate cancer. It is possible that underlying variations 

in disease aggressiveness within the pool of patients used in canine scent detection of prostate 

cancer may have confounded results. 

 The studies reviewed used different sample types, and stored the samples for different 

lengths of time under different conditions. Although dogs’ noses have been proven to be extremely 

sensitive, storage conditions such as temperature, storage container, and storage duration are very 
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influential. It would be beneficial to find an optimal storing procedure, in order to preserve the 

samples. In the study by Willis et al., (2004), when the urine samples used were dried, the dogs did 

significantly worse (22% success rate) compared to when the urine sample was relatively fresh and 

dripped onto filter paper (50% success rate). This decline in performance by the dogs could be due 

to loss of volatile molecules during the drying process. This finding indicates that storage and 

presentation of the smell, for example dried instead of wet urine in the case of Willis, affects a 

dog’s ability to detect the target odor. Freezing and then defrosting urine may also reduce the 

quality of the sample. Dogs have not yet been tested on urine samples that are fresh. In the 

reviewed studies, the dogs performed better overall when presented with breath samples or actual 

tissue samples, than when presented with urine samples.  Perhaps there are more cancer 

biomarkers present at the source of the cancer, (in the melanomas and other tumors), and in the 

exhaled breath, than in the patient’s urine. This result may be of interest to scientists creating 

diagnostic equipment, influencing the sample types that should be focused on to detect cancer 

biomarkers.  

  Non age or symptom matched controls may have led to confounds in several studies. For 

example, the lack of properly age matched controls could have affected Willis et al.’s (2004) 

results. In their experiment, one of the two samples provided by the two oldest patients was always 

the target sample used in a testing run. If during training the dogs learned to indicate the sample 

from the oldest subject, instead of the cancerous sample, they could still have completed successful 

testing runs more than 50% of the time without ever detecting the cancerous sample. Without more 

information it is difficult to tell if Horvath and Gordon also had this problem in their experimental 

setup, but it is likely. In future studies, the majority of the controls should be closer in age to the 

target samples. It may be difficult in studies of malignancies common in older people, such as 
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bladder cancer, to find a sufficient number of age matched controls who have had other 

malignancies definitely ruled out, particularly low grade prostate cancer. In addition, future 

research should investigate baseline odor signature variations in control individuals, to provide a 

more reliable comparison baseline against cancer cases. 

Although Willis et al., (2004) had trouble age matching controls they did a superior job of 

symptom matching the controls. All age matched controls had some form of urological disease, 

and usually at least 2 of the other controls were from people with urological problems. In the 

studies completed by McCulloch et al., (2006) and Horvath et al., (2008), specificity may have 

been overestimated, as only healthy controls were used.  

  Several statistical tests were used in the studies we examined, with differing levels of 

success. One error became apparent in the study by Gordon et al., (2008). In this study, replicate 

runs were completed during testing, but those runs were treated as independent and were not 

analyzed with general estimating equations or a similar statistical test to account for clustering of 

standard errors within donors. Other errors in analysis made by several authors included not 

reporting whether an independent observer was present and/or a data audit completed. Without this 

information it is difficult to evaluate the quality of a study. In addition, calculating sensitivity and 

specificity is important when presenting results because they not only show the success rate, but 

also the degree of variability, both of which are vital for diagnostic purposes. 

 One limitation of our study was the small number of papers reviewed.  Five studies are not 

enough for a complete and comprehensive analysis of the topic and more research should be done 

in order to confirm that the previous studies are valid. The studies already done should be repeated 

by other scientists to reduce any experimental bias present and to see if better results can be 

attained. One experiment in particular that should be repeated is the experiment by Gordon et al., 
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(2008)  as several training inconsistencies may have caused the bad results.. Another study, not 

published, was on dogs’ ability to detect prostate cancer by smelling a patient’s urine. This study 

did not produce significant results, and should also be repeated in order to see what errors may 

have occurred.  

 
4.4 Conclusion 

Canine scent detection appears to be a valid method for cancer detection and may prove the 

principle that cancer can be detected by analysis of biological material such as urine or exhaled 

breath. Exhaled breath seems to be a better non-invasive biological sample than urine for 

biomarker analysis. Work done with malignant tissue samples was very accurate, but has no 

advantages over standard pathological examination of tumor tissue in that it still requires surgical 

removal. Work done with dogs sniffing human skin was also accurate, but may perhaps suffer 

from patient acceptability, as many people do not trust canine scent detection to be as reliable as 

other, more mechanical, methods. Future work should focus on what biological sample would be 

optimal and/or sufficient for diagnostic review. In addition, future experiments should be 

considered with other cancer types which would also benefit from improved early detection using 

earlier and less invasive techniques.  
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4.5 Table 1. Comparison of Scent Detection Studies 
 

Author/ Year 
Willis 
2004 

Pickel 
2004 

McCulloch 2006 
Horvath 
2008 

Gordon 2008 
McCulloch 
(in process) 

Tumor  type Bladder Melanoma Breast Lung Ovarian Breast Prostate Ovarian 

N during testing: 
control/target 54/ 9 89/ 7 83/31 83/55 80/20 54/9 66/11 

 
Planned: 
60/60 

# of target/ 
control samples 
present during a 
test run 

1/6 1/7-29 1/4 1/4 2/8 1/6 1/6 1/4 

Target  odor 
source 

Dried and 
liquid 
urine 
pipetted  
onto filter 
paper in 
Petri dish 

Melanoma  
lesions 
covered by 
adhesive 
bandages 
on living 
subjects 

Breath, 
sampled 
on  
polypr-
opylene 
fibers 

Breath, 
sampled 
on  
polypr-
opylene 
fibers 

Tumor 
and 
control 
tissue 
samples 

Urine in 
test tubes 

Urine in 
test tubes 

Exhaled 
breath 
condensate 
and fiber 
tube 

Max storage 
time of test 
samples at 
highest degree 
used 

5 months 
-40°C 
and/or at 
room 
temperatu-
re for 4 
weeks 

No storage 
(in situ, 
prior to 
surgery) 

60 days 
at room 
temper-
ature 

 
60 days 
at room 
tempera-
ture 

 
Unknown 
duration at 
-80°C 

5 months 
-20C 
Then in 
freezer 
for 
undefin-
ed time 
  

5 months 
-20C 
Then in 
freezer 
for 
undefin-
ed time 
 

One year at  
-40°C 

Type of test 

Single 
blind 
(Only one 
person 
present) 

Single 
blind 
(Living 
subject not 
blind) 

Single 
and 
Double 
blind 
 

Single 
and 
Double 
blind 
(Fully 
blind) 

Single and 
Double 
blind  

Blinding 
unknown 
but 
present 

Blinding 
unknown 
but 
present 

Double blind 

Data audit Video Unknown Video Video By  DVD Unkno-
wn 

Unkno-
wn 

Video 

Independent 
observer 

None Present Present Present Present 
Unkno-
wn 

Unkno-
wn 

Present 

Outcome: 
sensitivity/ 
specificity 
(or success rate) 

(41% 
success 
rate) 

(75-85.7% 
success 
rate) 

88/98% 99/99% 
100/97.5
% 

22% 
sensitivi-
ty 

(17% 
success 
rate) 

Not yet 
available 

Statistical tests 
used 

Bootstrap 
techniques; 
t-test; rank 
sum test 

None 
noted 

Fischer 
two-
sided 
exact 
test and 
GEE 

Fischer 
two-
sided 
exact 
test and 
GEE 

Binomial 
probabili-
ty 
distribute-
on 

Simple 
binomial 
or 
multin-
omial 
probabil-
ity 
calculat-
ions 
Chi 
square 

Simple 
binomial 
or 
multino-
mial 
probabil-
ity 
calculat-
ions Chi 
square 

Fischer two-
sided exact 
test and GEE 
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4.6 Table 2 Canine and Training Related Information from Scent Detection Studies 

 Target samples for training were melanoma tissue samples planted on healthy volunteer.  

Author/ 
Year 

Source of 
Dogs 

Breed of dogs 
# of 
dogs 

Training 
method 

Duration & 
Frequency of 

training 
 

Total # of 
target/control 

samples available to 
the dogs during 

training 

Willis 2004 Unknown Varyied 6 
Operant 
clicker 
training 

7 months 
1-2 hrs/day 

5X/wk 
27/54 

Pickel 2004 
Highly 

trained AKC 
champions 

Golden Retriever 
Standard Schnauzer 

2 unknown 

 
Several weeks 
100-200 area 

trials 

On average 
73/730* 

McCulloch 
2006 

(Lung) 
Pets 

Labrador Retrievers 
and Portuguese 

Water dogs 
5 

Clicker 
training w/ 

food 
rewards 

3 weeks 
20X/day 

Daily 
55/83 

McCulloch 
2006 

(Breast) 
Pets 

Labrador Retrievers 
and Portuguese 

Water dogs 
5 

Clicker 
training w/ 

food 
rewards 

3 weeks 
20X/day 

Daily 
31/83 

Horvath 
2008 

Unknown Riesenschnauzer 1 Unknown 
 

12 months 
 

31/unknown 

Gordon 
2008 

(Breast) 

Pets of 
trainers 

Varied 6 

Clicker 
training w/ 

food 
rewards 

12-14 months 
15-30/day 
2-7X/wk 

53/134 

Gordon 
2008 

(Prostate) 
Pets  Varied 4 

Clicker 
training w/ 

food 
rewards 

12-14 months 
15-30/day 
2-7X/wk 

46/120 

McCulloch 
(in process) 

Pets  Varied 5 

Clicker 
training w/ 

food 
rewards 

4 months 
10-

40X/day1X/wk 
(study in process) 
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4.7 Table 3 Comparisons of control samples used in scent detection studies 

1Control samples from patients with diabetes, chronic cystitis, benign prostatic hyperplasia, and healthy menstruation cycles 
were used. 

Author/ year 
(Tumor type) 

Control odor  source 
Age matched 
control  use 

Symptom matched 
control use 

Other confounding factors 
controlled for 

Willis 2004 
(Bladder) 

Dried and liquid urine 
pipetted  onto filter paper 

in Petri dish 

At least one 
control +/- 8 yrs 

Controls were 
matched to targets 

with similar 
urological symptoms 

Glucose levels, leucocytes 
and protein cystitis, and 

blood in urine1 

Pickel 2004 
(Skin 

Melanoma) 

Normal skin covered by 
adhesive bandages on 

living subjects 
Not Applicable Not Applicable None 

McCulloch 2006 
(Breast) 

Breath, sampled on  
polypropylene fibers 

Yes2 None 
Smoking habits, diabetes, 

dental infection, and recent 
meal 

McCulloch 2006 
(Lung) 

Breath, sampled on  
polypropylene fibers 

Yes2 None 
Smoking habits, diabetes, 

dental infection, and recent 
meal 

Horvath 2008 
(Ovarian) 

Muscle, small bowel, and 
postmenopausal ovary  

samples 
None None None 

Gordon 2008 
(Breast) 

Urine in test tubes 

At least one 
control age 

matched within 
+/- 10 yrs 

Medications and 
medical history were 

considered3 

Food and drink ingested 
within prior 24 hours, and 

use of deodorants and 
perfumes 

Gordon 2008 
(Prostate) 

Urine in test tubes 

At least one 
control age 

matched within 
+/- 10 yrs 

Medications and 
medical history were 

considered3 

Food and drink ingested 
within prior 24 hours 

McCulloch 
(study in 
process) 

(Ovarian) 
 

Exhaled breath 
condensate and fiber tube 

None None Several4 

2Mean age of controls and target sample were statistically comparable.  
3There was substantial overlap in the medical conditions and medications used in both the controls and patients with cancer. 
(Gordon et al., 2008) 
4 Alcohol use, smoking, physical activity, socio-economic status and education, county of residence, age at menopause if 
applicable, age at menarche, family history of breast and ovarian cancers, weight and height, CA-125, level of physical activity, 
body mass index, and concurrent chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, periodontal disease, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, 
rhinitis, diabetes, renal disease, and cardiovascular disease were controlled for. 
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4.8 Figure 4. Study Eligibility Flowchart 
 
Potentially relevant papers identified and 
screened for retrieval (n= 531) 

  

 
  Abstracts and titles excluded during first 

screening (n=520) 
 
 

Relevant papers retrieved for more 
detailed evaluation (n=11) 

  

  Papers excluded (n=6) 
Reasons for exclusion: 
Did not include canines detecting cancer 
(n=5) 
Systematic review not original data (n=1)  

Potentially appropriate papers  to be 
included in the review (n=5) 

  

  Papers added (n=1) 
Reason  for addition 
Manuscript in process that met inclusion 
criteria 

Papers included for review (n=6), by 
tumor type 
Breast (n=2) 
Bladder (n=1) 
Melanoma (n=1) 
Lung (n=1) 
Ovarian (n=2) 
Prostate (n=1) 
Note: One paper included both lung and 
breast cancer and another paper included 
both breast and prostate cancer.  
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5. Experiment 1 Canine Scent Detection of Ovarian Cancer 

 After deciding on the thesis topic “canine scent detection of human cancers”, I realized the 

importance of observing an actual study to fully understand the experimental procedures on the 

topic. As an undergraduate at New College of Florida I would not be able to conduct an adequate 

study myself due to the difficulty in obtaining organic products (such as urine or breath) from 

patients with cancer. I decided to look for an ongoing study to participate in somewhere in the 

United States. I emailed the first authors of significant papers on the subject, and asked (1) if they 

were conducting a current study on the topic, (2) if I could observe the project over January 2009, 

or (3) if they knew of, and could provide contact information for, anyone else conducting a similar 

study.  

 I received one positive response. It was from Michael McCulloch, Research Director of 

Pine Street Foundation, in San Anselmo, California, who had published a paper in 2006 on canine 

scent detection of lung and breast cancer. After several emails (in which I provided a CV and 

references), and a phone interview, I was invited to help in the 1-2 year ovarian epithelial cancer 

study from December 30th, 2008 to January 25th, 2009. The researchers were training about seven 

dogs to detect and indicate, by sitting next to, samples of breath given by patients with ovarian 

cancer from control breath samples. The ovarian study was being conducted similarly to 

McCulloch et al.’s (2006) experiment on canine scent detection of lung and breast cancer, with a 

few improvements and changes in the procedure. My first day at the research center I met al.l of 

the dogs (and people), walked the canine subjects in between training sessions, and mainly just 

observed the training procedure. Once I was oriented I learned how to use a random number table 

to rotate the samples used during testing in a random order, was responsible for putting together 

the experimental setup in the morning, recording subjects’ behavior during trials, videotaping the 
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trials for data auditing purposes, entering data taken during trials into an excel spreadsheet, 

observing breath sampling, and working the clicker in single blind trials. In addition, throughout 

the training and testing I made critical suggestions on how to improve the current procedures.  

 One of my suggestions which was implemented to improve the experiment was to take the 

subject completely out of the room while the samples were being rotated, instead of having the 

handler cover the dogs eyes, or block the canine’s view of the samples in some other manner.  In 

this way the dogs only had one job while in the training room; to find the cancer breath sample- 

and did not have to stay calm, or be distracted while the samples were being moved.  

 With the permission of Dr. McCulloch the methods of the canine detection of human 

ovarian cancer study are described below. Note the study has not been finished, so some of the 

later testing and data analysis has not yet been completed, and the results have not yet been 

compiled.  

 

5.1 Sub-Hypothesis 

Dogs can be trained to detect early and late stage ovarian epithelial cancer biomarkers in a 

patient’s breath with high specificity and sensitivity by way of reward-based clicker training.  

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2a Patients and Control Breath Donors 

Eligible patients were: women 21 years of age or older with (1) histologically confirmed 

ovarian epithelial cancer (target group), (2) diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome or 

endometriosis (unhealthy control group), or (3) were healthy volunteers with no prior ovarian or 
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breast cancers and with no 1st or 2nd degree relatives with ovarian or breast cancer or known 

BRAC1 or BRAC2 mutations (healthy controls).  

The target group included newly diagnosed women with any stage of the disease, who had 

not yet received treatment for the cancer, so that no treatments could interfere with the breath 

samples taken.  All patients were required to abstain from the intake of Cox-2 inhibitors, vitamin 

E, omega-3 fatty acids, antioxidants, bromelain, coenzyme Q10, curcumin, vitamin A, or alcohol. 

In addition, the patients lived near the study sampling centers, read either English, Spanish, or 

Chinese, were non-smokers, and were willing to provide breath samples.  

Patients were recruited to three medical centers in California including California Pacific 

Medical Center, Pine Street Foundation, and UCSF Hellen Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer 

Center, and to one facility in Maine-the University of Maine. The patients and controls had to 

complete a questionnaire on their age, alcohol use, smoking history, age at menarche, body mass 

index, co-morbidities, physical activity, socioeconomic status, education, country of residence, age 

of menopause (if applicable), most recently eaten meal, and medical history in case such factors 

were later determined to affect exhaled chemicals in the breath. Each participant provided written 

informed consent. At the beginning of the study an expected enrollment of 120 was projected. 

There was no compensation provided to subjects for providing breath samples, or to dog owners 

for volunteering their dogs for use in the study. 

 

5.2b Equipment and Breath Sampling 

Exhaled breath condensate (EBC) was collected in RTube EBC collectors from Respiratory 

Research Inc. (www.RespiratoryResearch.com). Rtubes are cylindrical polypropylene tubes 8.75 

in. long, 0.9 in. outer diameter, and 0.8 in. inner diameter. An AADCO Pure Air Generator 

 

http://www.respiratoryresearch.com/
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(http://www.aadcoinst.com/Pureair.htm) was utilized to provide ‘zero’ air which patients breathed 

in during testing to ensure surrounding air did not compromise the study. Breath was collected for 

one min on a DMSP absorbent strip (http://www.sspinc.com/prodspecs/ssp-m100.cfm) placed in 

the tube which was later sent to a chemistry lab to be analyzed. Three cotton cartridges were 

attached to the tube, 5 breaths each, and then frozen for later canine trials. Then, a frozen sleeve 

was fitted around the tube and caused the breath to condense in the tube as the patient breathed 

into the device for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes cotton swabs, q-tips, and cotton cartridges were 

wiped around the inside surface of the respiratory tube to remove the condensate. All samples were 

stored at – 40 0C for a projected duration of one to two years. Breath samples for each person were 

collected during one visit.  

 

5.2c Dogs 

The canine subjects trained in the study while the author (EM) was assisting included 2 

Black Labradors (5 yr male and 2 yr female), 1 Yellow female Labrador (3 yr), 1 male Lab-Golden 

mix (3 yr), and 1 male Miniature Poodle (2 yr). The canine subjects were provided by the Research 

Director, local dog owners, and by Guide Dogs for the Blind (San Rafael, California). The subjects 

had at least basic obedience training as outlined by the American Kennel Club, and were selected 

based on their level of eagerness to sniff objects and respond to commands.  

 Between training sessions the dogs were kept in kennel crates of an appropriate size for 

each dog and monitored by a volunteer to ensure they were comfortable. Water was freely 

available, and the dogs were walked between sessions. Veterinarians were available if an animal 

was injured or ill, but the subjects remained healthy throughout the study.  

 

 

http://www.aadcoinst.com/Pureair.htm
http://www.sspinc.com/prodspecs/ssp-m100.cfm
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5.3 Experimental Setup 

   Training Room. Training and testing occurred in a 3.0m x 7.3m room with vinyl tiling and 

overhead fluorescent lighting (Appendix 1.1). The room was not climate controlled and ambient 

temperatures varied year round. To prevent lingering odors in the room, the floor was cleaned with 

Murphy’s Oil Soap and water, and swept regularly.  

 

   Personnel. Certified (by Guide Dogs for the Blind-San Rafael) dog handlers led the dogs, one at 

a time, into the room and encouraged the dogs to sniff the stations with the phrase, “Go to Work”. 

Generally two observers sat behind a curtain at the far corner of the room in order to record the 

dogs’ responses manually and with a video recorder.  

 

   Breath sample stations. Each station consisted of a polypropylene plastic storage container 

measuring 15 in. long, 12 in. wide, and 10 in. tall filled half-way with concrete. The lids of the 

containers had a 4.5 in. diameter hole allowing clear half-pint polypropylene containers measuring 

1.5 in tall to rest inside. The half-pint containers held cotton balls and Q-tips (see picture in 

appendix 1.2) or cotton cartridges (appendix 1.3) containing a breath sample. Dogs were allowed 

to smell the breath samples, but were prevented from touching them by 7 quarter in. holes drilled 

into the lids of the sample containers. The sample container lids had numbers scratched into the 

top corresponding with the assigned patient numbers. In this way no one could tell the contents 

(target or control) of the sampling containers visually, without checking the numbers against a 

separate list. There were a total of five stations located in a straight line 1 yard apart across the 

training room.  
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   Breath sample locations. A trial consisted of a dog walking past five stations, sniffing the 

samples (Appendix 1.4). One station contained the target cancer patient breath sample, and the 

other four contained control breath samples. A random number table was used by the experimenter 

to rotate the location of the target sample in a random manner to ensure the canine subjects could 

not predict the location of the cancer breath sample. There were 10 trials in a session, and each dog 

completed between 1 and 4 sessions one day per week.  

 

   Classification of dog’s response. Correct responses were (1) indicating by sitting next to the 

sample station containing the target cancer sample (hit) and (2) smelling but not indicating a 

control sample (false negative). Incorrect responses were (1) smelling but not indicating the target 

sample (miss), (2) indicating a control sample (false positive), or (3) hesitating or performing an 

incomplete response to target or control samples (incomplete indication).  

 

5.4 Training 

   Training consisted of three main phases (Appendix 2). After 30 consecutively correct trials 

dogs were advanced to the next phase.  

   Phase 1. During the first training phase both the experimenter and the handler knew the location 

of the target sample. The target sample consisted of cotton swabs, q-tips, and/or later cotton 

cartridges with the breath of a patient with ovarian cancer and a tiny dog treat (to interest the dog 

in the contents of the sample container). The other four stations contained clean cotton swabs and 

q-tips that contained no breath. At this phase the dog was usually led into the training room and 

allowed as much time as needed to sniff the samples. Once the dogs reached the correct sample 
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they were told to “sit” by the handler. As soon as the canine sat at the correct sample the handler 

activated the clicker, rewarded the dog with a treat, and praised the dog verbally.  

   Phase 2. Phase 2 was the same as phase 1 with the exception of the treat being removed from the 

target breath samples and those samples being replaced with new target breath samples not 

contaminated by treats. The control samples remained blanks, the dogs were still commanded to sit 

by the handler, and the handler continued to know the location of the target sample. 

   Phase 3. During phase 3, the control samples remained blank, and the dog was given no 

indication of the target sample by the handler. There was no command to sit, and in fact, the 

handler was blind to the location of the target sample. For this reason, the experimenter behind the 

curtain in the corner of the room would push the clicker to signal success to the dog. After the 

clicker sounded, the handler rewarded the dog with treats and praise before leading the subject 

from the room.  

 

5.5 Testing 

    Single-blind trials. The single blind trials were similar to phase 3 of training, except control 

breath samples from either healthy volunteers, or from unhealthy patients (diagnosed with either 

polycystic ovarian syndrome or endometriosis) were used in place of blank samples. This greatly 

increased the difficulty level for the dogs, as they now could only differentiate between the target 

and control samples by detecting cancer-associated smells in the target samples.  

   Zero trials. In order to assure that the subjects would not guess if they could not identify a 

cancerous sample, zero trials were conducted in which all five stations contained control breath 

samples. In a successful trial, the dog would enter the room, “go to work”, sniff all the samples, 
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and then leave the room without sitting. As the handler did not know when a zero trial was 

occurring, the subjects were rewarded with praise (no food) after they left the training room. 

   Double-blind trials. The control and target samples used were from novel patients so the subjects 

could not remember the ‘correct’ sample from previous trials. In addition, the experimenter 

(observer behind the curtain) did not know if a sample was from a patient with ovarian cancer or 

from a control patient. As the status of the samples was unknown, the canine subjects were not 

rewarded for indicating a correct sample, but were instead praised after leaving the testing room 

(as in the zero trials).  

 

5.6 Data Management and Analysis 

After the trials were completed, data taken by the observer was entered onto an excel 

spreadsheet for future data analysis. See Appendix 3 for an example of the information recorded. 

Each trial was videotaped, and the entire data set of dog performance will be audited for accuracy 

by comparing the paper data to videotape records.  

Only data from the double-blind testing will be analyzed to determine specificity and 

sensitivity. Confidence intervals for these results will be estimated using general estimating 

equations (GEE) random effects linear regression. Each dog had the opportunity to sniff and 

potentially indicate any of five breath samples per trial. Each station is considered a unit of 

analysis and the use of four controls along with one target sample in a trial will not affect 

sensitivity or specificity.  

The 4 controls and 1 target breath sample remained the same during a session (10 trials). 

Only the location of the target sample changed. As the dogs were not rewarded during the double 

blind testing it is possible the subjects’ behavior and success rate might change during a session. 
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Thus sensitivity and specificity will be calculated for two points, (1) for all the double-blind trials 

combined, and (2) for only the first trial of each session (for the first time the canine subject is 

presented with the novel breath samples). In addition, Fisher 2-sided exact tests will be used to 

determine differences between patients and controls (as recorded on the questionnaire).  

 

5.7 Analysis of DMSP Absorbent Chemistry Strips.  

 The DMSP absorbent chemistry strips were frozen until they could be sent to Dr. Touradj 

Solouki at the University of Maine. Dr. Solouki and his team constructed a Preconcentrator/Gas 

Chromatography/Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer (PC/GC/FT-

ICR MS) which is used to determine biomarkers present in the breath of patients with ovarian 

epithelial cancer. The machine has an incredibly high resolution and high accuracy rate for 

determining the mass and abundance of charged molecules in substances. Because this 

spectrometer is instrumental in detecting cancer biomarkers in the breath, the machine and how it 

works will be described in appendix 4.  

 

6. Two Up and Coming Cancer Detection Methods 

   Gold Nanoparticle Sensor. After the biomarkers for ovarian cancer are identified the next step 

will be to create a sensor (for use in hospitals) that can detect cancer biomarkers in the breath of 

patients. Surprisingly, such a device has already been invented by Peng et al., (2009). They 

developed a hand-held sensor consisting of an array of chemoresistors based on functional gold 

nanoparticles in combination with pattern recognition methods that can differentiate healthy breath 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from the VOCs in breath of lung cancer patients. The breath 

tested does not have to be pre-concentrated or dehumidified, a process that involves the use of 
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expensive machinery. Peng et al., (2009) determined 33 lung cancer biomarkers using GC-MS in 

combination with solid-phase microextraction and selected four key biomarkers that the 

nanoparticles would react most to. Thus far, the handheld sensor seems to be 86% accurate with 

90% reproducibility, when tested with simulated breath samples.  

This sensor has great potential, yet more research needs to be conducted before the device 

is judged satisfactory. For instance, control breath samples were given only by healthy volunteers, 

even though unhealthy patients should also be tested to ensure the device’s specificity. In addition, 

the sensor has primarily been tested on only late 3 to 4 stage cancer patients, instead of on early 

stage cancer patients. This testing is imperative if the apparatus is going to be touted as a non-

invasive early lung cancer detection device. In addition, clinical trials need to be completed instead 

of relying on prepared simulated breath patterns in calculating specificity and sensitivity of the 

devise. However, this device and others like it, mark the beginning of a new era of cancer 

detection using breath analysis.  

    

   Electronic nose sensor. As mentioned in a previous chapter, an electronic nose is an artificial 

olfaction system that is an array of non-selective solid-state sensors that responds to the 

concentration of a combination of chemicals contained in a sample. Electronic nose technologies 

have been tested several times to determine if one can be constructed to detect lung cancer 

(Machado et al.; 2005; Mazzone et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2009; and D’Amico et al., 2009). 

D’Amico et al., (2009) performed an interesting study in which they determined the electronic 

nose’s sensitivity and specificity when tested against control patients with lung diseases like 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Bronchitis, Pleurisy, and Interstitial lung 

disease. This study was well done, and importantly all the vital characteristics of the patients and 
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controls were recorded and displayed in the publication including age, smoking history, diagnosis, 

and treatments. However, the study would have been stronger if the breath of more early stage 

lung cancer patients had been used more instead of late stage patients. The gas sensor array had a 

global 79% of patients (control and target) correctly classified and a sensitivity in respect to lung 

cancer of 89.3%. Though a sensitivity of 89.3% is significant, canines have had a much higher 

success rate (sensitivity and specificity 99%) (McCulloch et al., 2006).  

 

7. Experiment 2 The peanut project: a possible procedure for training peanut-sniffing 
dogs 

 

Canines can detect peanuts concealed in other foods and alert an owner to their presence. 

Evidence for this is mostly anecdotal, 

(http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=resources&id=6766540 9:12 4/27/09), but also seems 

reasonable, as canines have an incredibly accurate sense of smell (Johnston, 1998). The purpose of 

our study was to determine if one method of instrumental conditioning, involving clicker training, 

could work to produce a highly trained canine that would be able to act as a peanut sniffing dog in 

a controlled laboratory setting. The training procedure was adapted from the above study in which 

dogs were trained to detect ovarian cancer in a human by smelling that person’s breath. A previous 

experiment (McCulloch et al., 2006) utilizing the same training procedure was remarkably 

successful with the dogs detecting the target sample containing lung cancer with a sensitivity of 

0.99 (95% confidence interval, 0.99, 1.00) and specificity of 0.99 (95% confidence interval, 0.96, 

1.00).  

7.1 Sub-Hypothesis 

 

http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=resources&id=6766540
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Given that the training procedure used in the cancer study (McCulloch et al., 2006) was 

successful, and as both the scent detection of cancer study, and the peanut sniffing study both had 

similar goals—to teach a dog the task of discriminating a smell (cancer or peanut scent) from 

another substance (breath or food, respectively)—we hypothesized that the same procedure used to 

condition canines to detect cancer could be used successfully to condition a canine to detect 

peanuts.   

7.2 Why Peanut dogs are important 

Humans can have allergies to several different food including but not limited to foods like 

milk, egg, peanut, tree nut (walnut, cashew, etc.), fish, shellfish, soy, and wheat, (Cummings et al., 

2010; Kandil and Davis, 2009). Some 3.3 million Americans suffer from peanut or tree nut 

allergies. Allergy to peanuts is one of the most deadly examples of a food allergy. The prevalence 

of this allergy has doubled in children in a five-year period and only around 20% of children 

outgrow peanut allergies. Public education on food allergens, specifically on how to read food 

labels, and on additional preventative measures for reducing the accidental ingestion of a known 

allergen is needed for today’s society. However, even a well educated and diligent person can 

accidentally eat a food they are severely allergic to. An additional method studied in this paper for 

reducing accidental ingestion of an allergen comes in an unlikely form, a service dog. Dogs trained 

to detect and indicate the presence of peanuts is not a novel idea, as there is already a private 

center in Texas training dogs for this purpose. It is not surprising that dogs are able to detect 

peanuts, even in low quantities of food as their sense of smell is very accurate. They can smell in 

parts per trillion (Walker et al., 2003), which is like being able to smell a few drops of fragrance 

added to enough water to fill an Olympic sized swimming pool. However, there is no peer 

reviewed literature on the topic of the use of canines for scent detection of peanuts used as 

 

http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/egg.html
http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/peanut.html
http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/treenut.html
http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/fish.html
http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/fish.html
http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/soy.html
http://www.foodallergy.org/allergens/wheat.html
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working dogs, and there is very little information on the appropriate way to train a dog to detect 

and indicate the presence of peanuts. With a trained peanut sniffing dog by his/her side, a child 

with severe peanut allergies might feel safer, and be at less risk of exposure to an allergenic 

material.  

7.3 Methods 

7.3a Subject. One canine, a male golden retriever, 2 years old was trained to detect peanuts. The 

golden retriever is a pet of a professor on campus and was housed with the professor throughout 

the experiment. The dog was chosen for this study because he lives near the research site, is 

friendly, playful, and comfortable around humans.  

7.3b Experimental Setup.  Training and testing was done in the kitchen of Bon house on the New 

College of Florida campus. The kitchen is a narrow, clean room, with linoleum floors. Training 

was conducted 2-3 times a week on Mondays, Wednesdays and some Fridays from 4:30 to 6:00 

p.m. The experiment started on February 23, 2009 and ended on April 15, 2009.  

7.3c Personnel. Two people were present in the room during training. One ‘handler’ would lead 

the dog into the room and would encourage the dog to find the sample containing peanuts. The 

other person, an ‘observer’, or ‘recorder’, moved the target sample between trials and observed 

trials behind an opaque curtain so as not to cue the dog to the position of the target sample. That 

observer would also record Sam’s responses on a data table.  
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7.3d Sample stations. There were 5 sample stations located on the floor of the experiment room in 

a straight line spaced two feet apart. Each station consisted of a polypropylene plastic storage 

container (64 fl oz, Publix brand) with a circle cut into the top in which a 4 oz mini round 

polypropylene food container (Glad Ware brand) was placed. The 4 oz food containers held the 

control and target samples. There were 5 holes cut into the lids of these containers to allow the dog 

to smell the samples without tasting or touching them. Four of the containers contained 

uncontaminated food items such as corn, water, soynut butter, etc. The target container held 

peanuts or byproducts of peanuts such as raw peanuts, and peanut butter mixed with other foods 

such as granola bars, bread and jelly, sunflower seeds, etc. The location of the target during each 

trial was pre-determined using a random number table so that the dog was not able to predict the 

locations of the sample by learning an unintended pattern.  

7.3e Classification of dogs’ response. A test trial started when Sam entered the room and sniffed at 

each of the five stations. After indicating the location of the target sample, he was led out of the 

room and the target sample was moved to a new station. A correct response was (1) the dog sitting 

or lying down directly in front of the sample station where the sample containing peanuts was 

located (hit) and (2) sniffing and then walking by the control samples without indicating them 

(correct). Incorrect responses were (1) indicating on a control sample (false alarm), or (2) sniffing 

but not indicating a target sample (miss). 

7.4 Pre-training 

 Before training for the experiment began some pre-training was conducted. Sam already 

was acceptable at sitting when requested, but a more precise technique of asking for the behavior 

was conditioned. The procedure for requesting Sam to sit included; the handler looking directly at 
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Sam, putting her hand in front of her as if signaling ‘stop’, and then commanding to “sit”. During 

this period, whenever Sam sat on request he was rewarded with praise.  

 Sam was also conditioned to enter the training room and sniff each food sample presented 

on the floor. He learned this behavior within the first two training sessions without much trouble. 

During these sessions the handler kept Sam on a leash and led him to each station. The handler 

would tap on each food container until Sam showed interest. The control food containers were 

empty, but the target container held peanuts and treats. This tasty combination often led Sam to 

pay more attention to the target food sample. Every time he sniffed the target the handler would act 

excited, praise Sam, and ask him to sit. Once he sat, he was praised more and awarded a treat. Sam 

reproduced the correct behavior after the first two sessions.  

 

7.5 Training  

The training method employed instrumental conditioning methods with dog treats and 

praise as reinforcement. Training progressed in 3 phases, as adapted from McCulloch et al.’s 

(2006) work. There were 5-10 trial runs in a session and 1-2 sessions each day of training. Phase 2 

was considered complete when Sam had correctly discriminated the target from four control 

samples for 10 consecutive trials. There was no set protocol for determining when the other two 

phases were completed.  

Between each session Sam was taken outside for a walk. Generally the walk lasted around 

10 minutes. He would often play and run around with the experimenters. During inter-trial 

intervals Sam would sit in the hallway outside of the training room with the handler. He was often 

petted and praised during this time, though he would often take time to get a drink of water and lay 
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down on the floor as well. Sam always had access to water during the inter-trial intervals, and 

before the start of training.  

During the first phase of training, the control containers were empty and the target food 

container held three non-salted peanuts. The location of the target sample was known to both the 

trainer and the observer. At the start of a trial Sam was led into the training room and was told to 

“go to work” by the trainer. To encourage the dog to seek out the target sample a dog treat was 

placed in the target container. Once Sam sniffed the correct sample the clicker sounded. At this 

point the handler would ask Sam to sit, and then praise and reinforce Sam’s behavior with a food 

treat. The trial was considered completed after the clicker had sounded, and the dog praised and 

led from the room. The target sample was moved during the inter-trial interval as specified above.   

In the second phase of training the target container only held peanuts as opposed to peanuts 

and dog treats. During the first part of this phase the controls remained empty, but after Sam was 

performing successfully, corn was added to the controls. In addition, the handler did not 

purposefully give Sam any signals indicating the correct sample. If he sat next to a control sample 

the handler ignored the sit and repeated “go to work”.  The experimenter and handler knew the 

location of the targets in this phase. 

  During the third phase of training only the experimenter knew where the target sample was 

located. The target samples varied in the amount and form the peanuts were in. For example 

sometimes only peanut butter was present and other times only peanut dust. During later training 

soynut butter was added to the corn in the control samples.  

 

7.6 Testing 
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 During the double blind testing the handler did not know where the target sample was 

located, and the recorder hid completely behind a sheet in order to prevent any involuntary body 

language that could cue Sam to the location of the target. Once Sam indicated a sample, the 

handler told the recorder out loud where Sam had sat, and the recorder clicked, or not, as 

appropriate. Each control container had novel food inside, and each target sample included novel 

food mixed with peanuts.  

During the first three days of testing Sam was not given any ‘warm up training’ before 

novel foods were introduced. However, in the last three days of training, before the start of testing 

Sam was given 5 trial runs to ‘warm up’. These warm up runs were conducted in the same way as 

phase 2 of training, except the amount of peanuts in the target were reduced successively each 

trial. 

7.7 Instrumental Conditioning (Training)  

Clicker Training As in the study by McCulloch (2006), clicker training (Pryor, 1984) was 

employed during training. The sound that a clicker produces acts as secondary reinforcer that has 

the capacity to reinforce behavior through its association with the primary reinforcer (Williams, 

1994), which in this case was food and praise. As soon as a dog associates a click with the 

reinforcement the animal tends to increase the frequency of the behavior it was doing when the 

click occurred (as predicted by Thorndike’s law of effect, 1911). Without the clicker or some other 

‘bridge’ it would have been difficult to indicate to Sam exactly what he was doing correctly when 

he produced the desired behavior.  

Generalization and Discrimination During the first stages of training, a dog might not know 

exactly which behavior it is being rewarded for. In that case, it is likely the animal will generalize 
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during discrimination tasks like this one. However, as the dog becomes more familiar with the task 

it is more likely to learn to discriminate between, in our case, food samples with peanuts and food 

sample without.  

Shaping Sometimes during training a shaping technique is used to condition an animal to execute 

more precise behaviors. At first, the animal is reinforced for a behavior close to the desired 

behavior, and then only reinforced for the desired behavior. For example, at first Sam was 

rewarded for just sniffing the target sample, but later he only received the reward after sitting next 

to the target. If Sam sniffed the target and hesitated, but did not sit, he was ignored until he 

returned to the target and sat completely. 

Context Effects In order to condition Sam at a fast rate he was conditioned in the same room and at 

the same time each week. However, if Sam was really going to be used as a sniffer dog, this kind 

of training would not be appropriate. That is because Sam would have to produce the conditioned 

behavior of indicating a sample containing peanuts in any context, not just when he was in a 

certain room where distractions were limited, and variables were minimized. However, as I said, 

for our purposes it was alright to stay in the same context, and was actually beneficial. Since we 

had such an exact routine Sam learned what to expect. Whenever he was taken out on a walk and 

then led into the hallway, he knew training was about to begin. In other words our presence and the 

walk before training primed Sam to remind him of past training experiences so he would be ready 

to perform when asked. These pre-training behaviors primed past conditioning experiences into his 

short term memory so that he was able to remember his conditioning with ease.   

Positive Reinforcement Sam was reinforced for indicating the correct sample with praise and 

treats. Both of these are primary reinforcers. One problem with praise is that it can be highly 
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variable. If the handler is tired, then the dog might not be praised as highly for performing well, as 

he would be if the handler was in a better mood. In order to keep at least one reinforcer constant, 

food was awarded as well.  

Positive Contrast Effect Occasionally when Sam seemed to have lower motivation than usual an 

increased quantity of food was given to him during conditioning in order to not only reinforce his 

good behavior, but to provide him with a greater source of motivation. The increased reward 

tended to have the desired effect and Sam performed faster, and with more motivation than before. 

This effect was observed qualitatively as Sam seemed more involved in his task, and less likely to 

get distracted by other objects or smells in the room after being rewarded more food on a previous 

trial.  

Aversive stimulus The only time a aversive stimulus was employed, was when Sam sat at the 

wrong station during a test. In these circumstances he was ignored for about 10 seconds, and then 

was told, “no”. If he continued to sit he was encouraged to “keep looking” and the handler would 

point behind Sam as if to tell him to walk towards the other samples.  

Omission training During one testing session Sam was not performing well. He did not seem 

motivated to enter the room to start training, and once he was inside he did not smell the samples, 

but just looked at the handler. During this session Sam was put on ‘timeout’. He was led out of the 

room, without a reward and left in a room without reinforcement for about 10 minutes. When he 

returned he only seemed mildly more interested in training, but other variables could have been at 

play during that day of training that will be discussed later.  
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Behavior chain (Chaining) A behavior chain can be observed in Sam’s responses during trials. 

Sitting next to the target elicited a click which in turn predicted treats and praise for Sam. Smelling 

food samples was reinforced by finding the target, while entering the room was reinforced by the 

opportunity to smell the samples. After Sam was reinforced with food, leaving the room was 

reinforced because then he had the opportunity to re-enter the room and start over. (See below 

diagram).  

Diagram 1 
Sam: 
Entered the experiment room   saw the food samples          sniffed the samples detected 
the target sample  sat at the target           heard the click           received the rewards  -  left the 
room       started over.  
 Each response in the chain produced a discriminative stimulus that reinforced the previous 
behavior, and set the occasion for the next one.  
 

Spontaneous recovery At the beginning of training the handler tried to condition Sam to visit every 

station at least once during a trial. Even after Sam sat next to the correct sample early on in a trial, 

he would be led to the other stations. However, Sam was never rewarded for this behavior except 

by a small amount of praise. After the initial training period, the trainers did nothing to encourage 

Sam to continue smelling stations after finding the target food. Later, after Sam was off leash, and 

even during testing, he still would occasionally visit later stations after being rewarded at an earlier 

station. His behavior was interesting because after sporadic and minimal reinforcement during 

initial training, and then no reinforcement at all (extinction training), Sam was showing 

spontaneous recovery. (This is only one explanation for the behavior and would have to be tested 

in an alternate experiment to be proven.) 

 

7.8 Results 
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The results of the study have been recorded in Table 1 and Figure 1. There was no 

information available on Sam’s success during the first two training sessions, because the 

observers/recorders were still adjusting to the data sheets and the method for recording Sam’s  

behavior. Phase 1 of training was shortened due to concern of overshadowing, but by that time 

Sam did seem to have learned the association between sitting at the target, and receiving a reward. 

During phase 2, which lasted for four sessions, Sam progressed steadily in his performance until 

he successfully completed all ten trials perfectly at which time he was graduated to phase three.  

Sam did not seem at all confused when the trials were single blind and he performed at 

100% for three successive sessions. Corn was added to the control samples, but did not seem to 

stymie him in the least, as he continually ignored the corn and discriminated the peanut samples. 

As he was showing a high level of conditioning the trials were made more difficult with the 

addition of a more salient food, soynut butter, in the control sample. (This food was assumed to be 

more savory to Sam than corn, however no studies were done to prove this assumption.) Sam 

performed perfectly the first trial and sat at the target sample, but then he made a few mistakes and 

sat at the wrong stations. He ended up completing 87.5% of his trials correctly. After a 12 day 

break in training Sam performed at 70%, but then after another 5 days he only performed at 30%. 

After this dramatic drop in performance, his behavior improved after the training routine was re-

established. In trial 16, water was added to the target and control samples to see how Sam would 

react to the new variable. He missed the target on the first trial, but then performed well.  

During the first day of testing Sam performed well. He missed the first three trials, but then 

correctly indicated the target stimulus the rest of the day. The second day of testing Sam 

performed sporadically, though still above chance at a 60% success rate. The day after that he 

performed even worse only responding correctly 40% of the trials. On this day every incorrect trial 
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occurred when Sam sat at saltine crackers mixed with soynutt butter. From then on, Sam 

performed correctly about 70-80% of the time. The last two sessions, sessions 26 and 27, are not  

shown in the table because Sam was sick and unable to perform 
 
Table 1. This is the compiled data for the experiment. The session number is shown in the 
left column. The percent of trials that Sam completed correctly is shown in the middle 
column. The last column indicates the training method used, and the phase of training Sam 
was in. During phase 1 Sam was on a leash. During phase 2 Sam was off-leash and the 
controls remained empty. During phase three, the handler did not know the location of the 
target samples, and the control samples varied from containing nothing, to holding soynut 
butter, corn, and/or water. During testing all of the samples were novel foods. Warm ups 
occurred before testing sessions and consisted of successively smaller amounts of peanuts 
in the target food container. For more details see the section titled training procedure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Key for Table 1 
 Symbol Meaning 

T Target sample 
 C Control Sample 

P Peanuts 
PB Peanut butter   
C Corn 

 

 
 

Table. 1 Testing and Training Data and Procedure 
Session 
number 

Percent 
Correct Training method                             Phase 

1 N/A T=P&T C= E                                       1 
 2 N/A T=P&T C= E                                       1 
3 50% T=P&T C= E                                       1 
4 80% T= P&PB C= E                                    2  
5 90%  T= P&PB C= E                                   2 
6 80% T= P&PB C= E                                    2 
7 100% T=P C=E                                              2 
8 100% T=P C=E  single blind                         3 
9 100% T= P C=C single blind                         3 

10 100% T= P C=C single blind                         3 
11 87.5% T = PB C= soynut butter                      3 
12 70% T = PB C= soynut butter break            3 
13 33% T = P C= soynut butter break               3 
14 100% T= PB C=Soynut butter                       3 
15 100% T= PB, then P C=Soynut butter           3 
16 80% T= P+ water C=Soynut butter+water   3 
17 70% Testing  
18 100% Testing (same samples as 17) 
19 60% Testing  
20 40% Testing  
21 80% Testing  
22 100% Warm up 
23 80% Testing  
24 100% warm up 
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Figure 1 illustrates the results of the training and testing recorded in the first two columns 
of table 1. The blue line at 20% indicates chance level of responding.  

 

7.9 Discussion 

Emotional variables There were some variables that consistently seemed to affect Sam’s behavior 

during training and testing. The first variable was Sam’s mood. Occasionally, Sam would seem 

much less motivated then usual. This was witnessed the last day of training when Sam was sick, 

but also during sessions 12, 13, 19, and 20. It was probably not a coincidence that these sessions 

corresponded to the days that Sam performed worst. Sessions 12 and 13 were after long breaks in 

training. Sam had a hard time concentrating on the task and was often distracted. His actions 

seemed similar to students at New College who have trouble staying awake and paying attention 

during Monday classes. Sessions 12 and 13 were also a little more difficult than earlier trials due to 

the control and target samples used. Trial 19 was on a Monday and again Sam seemed distracted 

and unmotivated.  Sam’s lowest performance ever was session 20, and again it was on a Monday. 

There were probably several factors that led to his incorrect responses that day. First, a visitor that 

had been staying at Sam’s house with him for some time had left that morning. Sam’s owner said 
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that Sam seemed depressed throughout the entire day due to that event. During training that day 

there were also severe winds, which could have stirred up the air and spread distracting scents 

around. With all of these variables it is unsurprising that Sam did not perform at his best. It might 

be useful and interesting if in future experiments some type of quantitative measure of the 

subject’s interest/motivation/mood could been developed to see if there truly is a correlation 

between the emotional state of the subject and his performance. 

 

Overshadowing Interestingly, during session 20, Sam indicated the same incorrect control sample 

every time. He sat next to saltine crackers mixed with soynut butter 4 times, 3 times in a row. 

During the other two incorrect trials Sam did not indicate any sample. It is strange that Sam 

indicated soynut butter, because that was a food used in earlier training sessions. It was expected 

that Sam would have learned that soynut butter was incorrect before that session. One explanation 

is that instead of Sam learning that soynut butter was the wrong stimulus during those earlier trials, 

he had learned that peanut butter was the correct stimulus. In session 20, the target was a peanut 

granola bar. The peanuts were harder to smell, and there was no peanut butter present. The only 

other trial where soynut butter and peanuts were presented together, Sam performed correctly only 

33% of the time. This indicates that there might have been an overshadowing effect due to the 

saliency of the target stimuli. Peanut butter smells much stronger than plain peanuts, and Sam may 

have learned much more about the peanut butter’s association with the reinforcers in these trials, 

then about the peanut’s association. The other, just as plausible explanation, would be that the 

saltine cracker and soynut butter sample had become contaminated with peanuts. If so, then he was 

sitting at a correct target unbeknownst to the trainers.  
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Overshadowing and Generalization During phase 1 a mixture of peanuts and dog treats were used 

as the target stimuli. As dog treats are much more salient and familiar to Sam, then peanuts, he 

may have learned to go to the sample with the dog treat instead of learning to go to the sample 

with peanuts. Though in phase 2, after the treats were removed from the samples, Sam did well 

with just the peanuts, later in testing the association with food treats and reinforcers could have 

been an issue. This possible problem was especially evident in session 25. Sam falsely indicated 

beef stew as the target three times. These three trials were the only incorrect trials that Sam 

completed in that session. Beef stew may have smelled similar to the beef dog treats or dog food 

that is sometimes given to dogs. If Sam had ever been exposed to that type of food earlier on, 

before training, then he may have associated the beef stimulus with the dog treats used as a target 

stimulus in phase 1 of training. Due to phase 1 of training, Sam may have been inadvertently 

conditioned to react to any treat he had been given in past experience, as the target. In other words, 

Sam may have learned to generalize target stimuli to include any kinds of stimuli that were similar 

to dog treats he had prior exposure to. The same generalization problem could have happened in 

session 17, when Sam falsely indicated that carrots were the correct stimuli 2 out of the 3 trials that 

he missed that day. Sam had been given carrots as treats before training started and he may have 

indicated them as the target instead of the peanut containing target for that reason.  

 

Reinforcement inconsistencies There were two other unfortunate problems with the training and 

testing procedure used. As mentioned earlier, Sam was led on walks before training where he was 

petted and played with. Sam always seemed to enjoy this time, and was always eager to go outside. 

However, these walks were filled with lots of reinforcement that were not contingent on any 

particular behavior. Reinforcement during training was essentially very similar, only with the 
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added reward of a food treat. If Sam was more highly motivated by praise, than by food, then he 

might not have been as inclined to work as hard for a reward that he could get during other times 

besides training. In addition, during inter-trial intervals, Sam would often get a lot of attention and 

petting while he was waiting to be allowed into the experiment room. Therefore, Sam could have 

been less motivated to work for praise, as he could get it anytime he was not being tested or 

trained.  

 The other inconsistency during training occurred due to a fluke. The treats used to reward 

Sam ran out halfway through training. The same treats were unavailable, so instead new treats 

were used. Though smaller, the treats were thought to be more savory and of higher quality, so it 

was expected that Sam would like the new treats just as much as the original ones. Unfortunately, 

the reinforcer substitutability was not tested ahead of time. If this second kind of treat had been 

considered by Sam to be less than the original treat, then a problem of sans-negative contrast effect 

might have resulted. In this case Sam might have become frustrated with the smaller reward and 

may have performed with less enthusiasm and motivation than he had before the change in treats.  

 

7.10 Conclusion 

 If this experiment was to be repeated several changes in the procedure should be 

considered. First, a complete list of all treats given to the canine subject should be compiled, and 

none of the stimuli should be similar to those treats. Second, the subject should be taken on walks 

before and after sessions, but an effort should be made to not overly praise the dog. Third, the 

quantity and quality of treats should be kept constant throughout the experiment, with only 

occasional ‘jackpotting’ to increase motivation. Fourth, no treats should be used as a target, even 

in the first phase of training. Lastly, it might be useful and interesting if some type of quantitative 
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measure of the dog’s mood and/or should be developed to see if there truly is a correlation 

between the emotional state of the subject and his performance.  

 Unfortunately, the training procedure we used was probably not appropriate for training a 

peanut sniffing dog. The method worked well for McCulloch et al., (2006) because there were very 

few variables in the control and target samples. Each sample contained only breath, from which 

the dog was to detect cancer biomarkers. In the peanut study, Sam was expected to detect peanuts 

when there were several new foods present, some more salient then others. In addition, the peanuts 

in the targets varied widely in quantity and quality, (e.g. whole, crushed, sugar coated, butter, etc.). 

These foods would probably be considerable more distracting to a dog, then breath samples were, 

and the canine in question could have prior experiences with several of the control foods that 

would affect behavior.  We were attempting to condition Sam to behave in a much more 

complicated manner then originally thought. With these factors in mind it makes much more sense 

why a peanut sniffing dog would take several months to train and cost over $20,000 dollars to buy 

(http://www.peanutdog.com/index.html 5/8/09 6:14 pm).   

 However, even with all of the difficulties in this experiment Sam still consistently sat at the 

target sample significantly above chance. His performance indicates that the instrumental 

conditioning method used was at least partially successful. With more training, it is quite possible 

Sam could perform almost perfectly in the future.  
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8. APPENDIX 1 Pictures from Canine Ovarian Detection Experiment 
 

 

Note the concrete 
holding the storage 
containers in place. 

1.1 Testing and Training Room 
 
 

 
1.2 Cotton and Q-tips in sampling container    
 

 

   
   

1.3 Cotton Cartridge 

                1.4 Trial Run 
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9. APPENDIX 2  
Sequential phases of dog training and testing. (Compiled by Michael McCulloch)   

Phase Location of 
cancer 
sample 

among five 
stations 

Contents of 
station with 

target stimuli 

Contents of 
other four 
stations  

Sequence of events at the 
station with cancer sample 

Location of 
cancer 
sample 

known by: 

Criterion for 
advancement 

Training       
1. Sniffing 
2. Command (sit / down) 
3. Indication by dog 
4. After dog sits, then: 
 Clicker 
 Food reward 

I Randomly 
chosen 

Cancer 
patient 
breath 
sample and 
food 

Blank tubes 

 Praise  

Experimenter 
and handler 

1. Sniffing 
2. Command (sit / down) 
3. Indication by dog 
4. After dog sits, then: 
 Clicker 
 Food reward 

II Randomly 
chosen 

Cancer 
patient 
breath 
sample 

Blank tubes 

 Praise  

Experimenter 
and handler 

1. Sniffing 
2. If dog indicates correctly: 
 Clicker 
 Food reward 

III Randomly 
chosen 

Cancer 
patient 
breath 
sample 

Blank tubes 

 Praise 

Experimenter 
only 

Testing      
1. Sniffing 
2. If dog indicates correctly: 
 Clicker 
 Food reward 

Single-
blinded 
trials 

Randomly 
chosen 

Cancer 
patient 
breath 
sample  

Control 
breath 
sample 

 Praise 

Experimenter 
only 

1. Sniffing 
2. If dog indicates on any 
stations, then: 
 No clicker 
 No food reward 

Zero 
trials 

Cancer 
sample not 
present 

Control 
breath 
sample 

Control 
breath 
sample 

 No praise 

Experimenter 
only 

1. Sniffing 
2. Possible indication by dog 
 No clicker 
 No food reward 

Double-
blinded 
trials 

Randomly 
chosen 

Cancer 
patient 
breath 
sample or 
control 
breath 
sample 

Control 
breath 
sample 

 No praise 

Experimenter 
only 

30 correct in 
a row 

 

aRandom order among trials, not known to the handler. 
bSample status not known either to the experimenter or to the handler. 
cOnly the location of the tested sample within the lineup of five stations was known to the 
experimenter, but the sample status (cancer or control) was unknown
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10. APPENDIX 3  Canine Scent Detection of Ovarian Cancer: Data Recording Sheets (Table compiled by Michael McCulloch)  

Rec# Dog Kind Vid# TR I II III IV V Cor-
rect 

Notes 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y   A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 1   2   3   4    

5   6   7   8 
 Ko 

  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

 
 

Date: ________________  [sample # in lower left] G = trainer instructs by gesturing W = waiting   T = tugging on leash S = command to sit H = 
hesitation of dog    = visited     = fully correct indication - = no indication  = false indication   = correct after false  false after correct/ 

1   2   3   4    
5   6   7   8 

 Ko 
  mh 
    rh 

G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H G W T S H  F   L   D  Y  A 

Kind: 1 CAfood/blank/both 2 CA/blank/both   3 CA/blank/exp 4=CA/Ctrl/exp  5 = strange   6 = zero    7 = single  8 = double   Indic: 0 = 
incorrect 1 = correct trial  2 = correct zero  Video counter: mark counter on tape.   TR: Name of Trainer   Notes: F = food L = leash D = 
distracted    Y = happy to work A = data audited  
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11. APPENDIX 4 

PC/GC/FT-ICR MS 

 The Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer (FT-ICR MS) was 

put together by Marshall and Comisarow in 1973 (Comisarow and Marshall 1974a and 1974b).  

   Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer. The ICR MS machine works by having 

(previously) ionized particles funneled by an ion guide into an analyzer cell (also known as a 

penning trap). The analyzer cell is surrounded by a superconducting magnet and the bigger the 

magnet, the greater the final resolution will be. The charged particles are drawn toward the 

magnetic field (running through the center of the cell). Two excitation plates on either side of the 

cell have electrodes on an external circuit.  

Chirps, or oscillating radio frequency pulses are sent to the excitation plates via the 

electrodes. The chirps emit a range of frequencies, starting low (stimulating larger ions) but getting 

higher (to incite the smaller ones) with time. Since each ion has a particular cyclotron frequency 

that it travels at in the cyclotron, the ions will be excited, and increase in radius, only when the 

chirp emitted is at the ions specific frequency. In a sample, identical ions pack together and move 

in sync around the cyclotron, in what is called an ion packet. The oscillating radio frequency 

pulses not only initiate the increase in ion circling radius, but also stimulate ion packets until they 

have reached their parking orbit, or largest radius (about 1 cm. from the excitation plates). After 

the chirps cease, the packets spiral back to their original orbit and the machine captures the decay 

of the orbits over time.  

In addition to the excitation plates, there are detector plates which are in charge of 

detecting the charged particles traveling in the cyclotron. As the ions near a detector plate, 

electrons of an equal magnitude to the nearby charged particles are displaced through an outside 
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circuit and travel through a resistor. Through a fairly convoluted process, the resistor measures the 

voltage of the electrons as they move through the outside circuit. The voltage readings are 

amplified and digitized to produce the raw data. The raw data is a composite signal of all the 

cyclotron frequencies measured from all the ions measured in the sample layered on top of each 

other. 

   Fourier Transform. With the help of the Fourier transform algorithm, a computer converts the 

raw data (in amplitude over time) into a spectrum of the ion frequencies. The spectrum of 

frequencies is then translated into a mass spectrum (mass over charge, or m/z). 

   Preconcentrator/ Gas Chromatography. Solouki et al., (2004) coupled a 3 stage Entech 7100 

series preconcentrator (Entech, Simi Valley, CA) with a SRI GC system (Las Vegas, Nc) and a 

IonSpec 7-T FT-ICR mass spectrometer (IonSpec Cop., Lake Forest, Ca) in order to simplify 

sample preparation and improve selectivity for analytical characterization. Human exhaled breath 

contains complex mixtures of molecules and these molecules can be sorted into like groups as they 

travel through hundreds of meters of fine tubing. The molecules segregate into groups due to 

specialized coatings on the inside of the tubes that affect the molecules in different ways. After the 

molecules are separated they are captured in a machine that suspends the molecules at negative 

200 degrees until they can be transported to the ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer for 

analysis. For a more detailed review of the PC/GC/FT-ICR MS used see the instrumentation 

section of Solouki et al., 2004.   
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